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Abstract 
 

A great deal of efforts has been made to improve and expand 

pharmacological testing and optimisation of drug candidates 

during the discovery process. However, we are yet to 

understand fully why drugs require certain levels of affinity for 

their mechanism of action targets to exert their therapeutic 

effect. In parallel, the mechanistic understanding of the 

endogenous metabolome has been demonstrated to have 

incredible implications in drug discovery, being potentially one 

of the pillars of precision medicine. Endogenous metabolites 

are small molecules evolutionally optimised to interact in an 

appropriate way with its native protein with a specific level of 

affinity. This Thesis provides evidences that the level of affinity 

required by a drug to interact with its primary target and 

produce a therapeutic effect is related to the affinity of the 

native endogenous metabolite for that target. In addition, this 

Thesis also highlights the implications that the human 

endogenous metabolome could have to assess a more 

realistic drug polypharmacology landscape and the risk of 

safety events linked to it. Finally, an analysis of natural 

compound pharmacology on the perspective of the 

endogenous metabolome is also performed. All results indicate 

that understanding the role of the human metabolome and its 

implications on drug bioactivity could offer a new useful 

perspective in drug efficacy and safety. 
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Resum  
 

S’han realitzat grans esforços per millorar i ampliar l’avaluació 

farmacològica i l’optimització de les molècules candidates 

durant el procés de descobriment de fàrmacs. Tot i això, 

encara no es coneix amb exactitud per què els fàrmacs 

necessiten certs nivells d’afinitat amb les seves dianes d’acció 

per tal de produir l’efecte terapèutic buscat. Paral·lelament, 

s’ha demostrat que la comprensió  del metaboloma endogen 

té grans implicacions en el descobriment de nous fàrmacs i és 

potencialment un pilar de la medicina de precisió. Els 

metabòlits endògens són molècules petites optimitzades 

evolutivament per interaccionar de forma apropiada amb la 

seva proteïna nativa amb un nivell d’afinitat específic. Aquesta 

Tesi aporta evidències que l’afinitat necessària per tal que un 

fàrmac interaccioni amb la seva diana primària i produeixi un 

efecte terapèutic concret està relacionada amb l’afinitat del 

metabòlit endogen natiu amb aquesta mateixa diana. A més, 

aquesta Tesi també posa de manifest les implicacions que pot 

tenir el metaboloma endogen humà per tal d’avaluar, de forma 

més realista, la polifarmacologia dels fàrmacs i els seus 

efectes secundaris associats. Finalment, també s’ha realitzat 

una anàlisi de la farmacologia dels compostos naturals 

incorporant la informació del metaboloma endogen. Tots 

aquests resultats indiquen que entendre el rol del metaboloma 

humà i les seves implicacions en la bioactivitat dels fàrmacs 

pot oferir una perspectiva nova i útil per a millorar l'eficàcia i la 

seguretat dels fàrmacs. 
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Preface 
 

Design and development of new drugs is one of the pillars of 

our welfare society. We want drugs to be able to exert its 

therapeutic effects while producing as few adverse events as 

possible. However, the reality of drug polypharmacology offers 

an incredibly complex scenario where the concept of drugs 

interacting selectively with one single target to produce the 

desired therapeutic effect without any other implication is 

almost unimaginable. According to this new perspective, 

several approaches are being developed in order to analyse 

drug safety and its pharmacological activity in a more holistic 

manner, that can be translated into immediate therapeutic 

implications.  

 

The impact of metabolomics on several scientific disciplines is 

indubitable. This almost new discipline helps to understand 

biological systems from an entire new perspective, 

emphasizing the key role of metabolites in the chemical, 

biological and physiological processes. In this regard, 

metabolomics is a promising discipline that could bring some 

new viewpoints in drug pharmacology and drug safety. Indeed, 

the integration of metabolomics in drug discovery could be one 

of the key steps towards a more individualized medicine. 

 

The principal aim of this Thesis is to study the role of the human 

endogenous metabolome and analyse its potential implications 
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for both drug efficacy and safety. This Thesis is divided into 

five different sections. First, a historical overview of drug 

discovery is provided, followed by a general perspective on 

metabolomics and drug safety, with special emphasis on a 

particular safety event, sudden cardiac arrest. The main 

objectives of the Thesis are then provided, followed by the 

results achieved by this Thesis, including a published 

manuscript. The results section leads to a global discussion 

that tries to address the impact of the human endogenous 

metabolome on drug discovery and natural compound 

administration. Finally, the main conclusions derived from this 

Thesis are exposed. The document is completed with a 

bibliographic section containing all cited references. 
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The discovery and development of drugs represent, 

nowadays, one of the cornerstones of our society and the 

therapeutical uses of drugs are widespread globally. In fact, 

the use of drugs dates back to the first days of human history.1 

Although several historians suggested that drug usage goes 

back to before 3000 BC, one of the first written records of 

medical therapeutics dates can be traced back to the days of 

ancient Egypt (1500 BC).2 The document is named Ebers 

papyrus and it is a 20-meter long papyrus containing the 

description of many ancient remedies for a wide range of 

discomforts and ailments such as birth control, depression or 

diabetes mellitus.3 The first compounds to be used as a 

remedy were derived from plants and could be enriched by 

mineral or animal substances. However, the discovery of new 

therapeutic compounds remained an empirical process, where 

the observation of the natural effects of these compounds on 

human bodies was crucial.4 It was not until the early 19th 

century that drug discovery underwent a major transformation. 

 

 

1. DRUG DISCOVERY 
 

Origins of drug discovery 
 

It has been established that drug research as such was born 

as an interdisciplinary science at the beginning of the 

nineteenth century with the expansion of the industrial 
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process.5 The degree of maturity reached by the chemical 

sciences and the consolidation of pharmacology as a well-

defined discipline established a solid background for the 

appearance of rational approaches to drug discovery.6 

Chemical advances like Avogradro’s atomic principle, 

hypothesized in 1812 and, more importantly, the organization 

of chemical elements as a periodic table in 1869 by Dmitri 

Mendelev, allowed to classify small molecules and to 

universalize the research in the scientific field.7 Within this 

context, it ought to be stressed that analytic chemistry emerged 

some years before and it can be considered the precursor of 

the 19th century medicinal chemistry.8 Some active entities of 

natural medicinal plants had already been purified, such as the 

isolation of morphine (1815) or papaverin (1848) from the 

opium plant (Fig. 1).9 The discovery and the possible 

Figure 1: Opium poppy. Extracted from (Chast, 2008).4 
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purification of these active compounds from natural plants 

allowed some of the first pharmacies to provide standardized 

preparations.5 

 

In 1865, the benzene theory was formulated by August Kekulé. 

This fact was extremely relevant for the coal-tar derivatives 

such as dyes.5,10 The great abundance of coal-tar due to the 

industrialization process incited an early process of drug 

discovery based on the screening of compounds (mainly 

aromatic or aliphatic blocks) synthesized from the coal-tar 

derivatives that were the base of medicinal chemistry.10,11 In 

this regard, Paul Ehrlich studied the selective affinity of dyes 

for specific biological tissues. He postulated the existence of 

“chemoreceptors” and observed how some compounds could 

bind extremely differently on the chemoreceptors of some 

microorganisms or parasites compared to the analogous 

structures on their hosts, introducing a new therapeutic 

horizon.5 In many aspects, his studies can be considered the 

basis of chemotherapy. All these processes revealed the 

therapeutic potential of non-natural molecules obtained by 

synthetic organic chemistry. 

 

In the last decades of the nineteenth century, new institutions 

and companies emerged from both pharmacies and dye 

companies in order to support this interdisciplinary drug 

discovery and to create a new way of finding, characterizing 

and developing novel synthetic medicines.5 
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Finally, drug discovery experienced an exponential growth 

during the twentieth century as a result of a quick expansion of 

the entire scientific research (Fig. 2). In this respect, disciplines 

such as biochemistry, physiology or microbiology gained an 

essential role in pharmacological research.  

 

 

Change of paradigm: the drug receptor theory 
 

In 1905, a British physiologist, John N. Langley, formulated the 

concept of “receptive substances” that mediates the drug 

Figure 2: Timeline of some important moments on drug discovery 
history. Figure extracted from (Pina et al., 2009)8. 
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action.12 It transformed the entire concept of drug interaction, 

postulating that receptors are not only capable of accepting 

drug signals but they also generate responses that are going 

to be directly translated into specific biological effects.4,8 This 

was the first receptor theory of drug action. A few years later, 

in 1933, Alfred Joseph Clark took a step forward and he was 

the first one to quantify biological responses produced by the 

administration of drugs.4,13 He observed that for several drugs 

the relationship between their concentration and biological 

effect follows a hyperbolic curve.4,13 Furthermore, he proposed 

that this hyperbolic curve (known as dose-response curve) is 

the result of the directly proportional relationship between the 

number of receptors occupied by a specific drug and the 

pharmacological effect produced.4 This concept proposed by 

Clark will be named as occupancy theory.  

 

Around the same time, penicillin was discovered in 1929 by 

Alexander Fleming, although its therapeutic use did not occur 

until 1940.4 The discovery of penicillin offered an important 

advance in bacterial research and microbial drug discovery, 

allowing the development of many of the current antibiotics 

during the first half of the twentieth century.5 

 

The occupancy theory was adjusted by Everhardus J. Ariëns 

and Robert P. Stephenson in 1954 and 1956, respectively. 

Ariëns added the concept of ‘intrinsic activity’ that allows the 

existence of partial agonists to produce a reduced response in 
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a full receptor occupancy situation (Fig. 3).14 Stephenson 

introduced the concept of ‘intrinsic efficacy’. He proposed that 

not all agonist drugs stimulate the receptor in the same way. 

So the response and the receptor occupancy could be 

completely dissociated (Fig. 3).14 These adjustments on the 

occupancy theory clearly differentiated the affinity, which is the 

attraction between a drug and a receptor, from the efficacy, 

which, as mentioned above, is the capacity of the molecule-

receptor binding to produce a specific biological response.4 

 

About the same time, a crucial step in drug discovery was 

taken by Raymond P. Ahlquist. Following the Clark theory 

introduced a few years before, he suggested in 1948 that there 

are two types of adrenergic receptors, alpha and beta, and he 

proposed that they can be separately activated and, 

consequently, produce a different effect.5,15 However, it will not 

Figure 3: Illustration of different occupancy-response relationships 
based on the different contributions of Clark, Ariëns and 
Stephenson. Figure extracted from (Kenakin, 2008)14. 
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be until 25 years later, in 1963, that James Black would 

discover propranolol, the first selective beta-blocker and also 

the first to be widely marketed. A structural modification of the 

early pronethalol, which consist in an insertion of an 

oxymethylene bridge into the arylethanolamine group, confers 

to propranolol a great affinity to beta-adrenoreceptors and a 

lack of affinity for alpha-adrenoreceptors. This was the first 

time that a wanted selectivity of a drug was preconceived and 

generated and it changed the entire pharmaceutical industry, 

introducing a new strategy approach to drug design: target-

based drug discovery.5,15 

 

 

Target-based drug discovery 
 

Target-based drug discovery, also known as reverse 

pharmacology, is an hypothesis-based approach that tries to 

focus primarily into a defined molecular target for which a main 

role in some specific disease or condition is expected.16 This 

was an important change of paradigm for the whole 

pharmaceutical industry, leaving behind the classical 

pharmacology (also known as forward pharmacology) with an 

observational approach, where the specific target interactions 

were not taken into account at the starting point of the drug 

discovery (Fig. 4).17,18 
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The scientific and technological advances on several 

disciplines, such as molecular biology and genetics, were 

extremely important in order to facilitate the consolidation of 

this new drug discovery paradigm. Molecular biology allowed 

to study disease processes at the molecular and genetic levels, 

leading us to determine which are the most relevant targets for 

a specific drug to exert the desired therapeutic effects.5 

 

In 1972, Paul Berg produced the first recombinant DNA. It was 

based on the isolation of DNA sequences from specific species 

and the subsequent insertion into a vector or host cell. 

Moreover, this discovery was one of the firsts steps of 

molecular cloning, that will use this knowledge in order to make 

identical copies of a specific fragment of DNA as many times 

Figure 4: Comparison between Classical or forward, and reverse 
pharmacology approaches in drug discovery. Figure extracted from 
(Takenaka, 2001)17. 
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as wanted.19 Ten years later, in 1982, the first product of 

recombinant DNA for therapeutic use in humans, the human 

insulin, was produced.20 In the same year, the polymerase 

chain reaction (PCR) technique was invented, allowing to 

automatize and facilitate this cloning process. It was a major 

breakthrough into molecular biology and therapeutic drug 

target detection, promoting a huge increase on the number of 

targets available.21 

 

The impact of molecular biology on drug discovery and the 

consequent rise and improvement of target detection and 

structural studies techniques stimulated the emergence of 

structure-based drug design (SBDD).22,23 One of the most used 

techniques was X-ray crystallography. This technique is based 

on Bragg's theory of X-ray diffraction24 and was firstly observed 

Figure 5: First photo of an X-ray diffraction from ZnS structure. It 
was shot by Max Laue. Photo extracted from (Thomas, 2012)25. 
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by Max Laue a few years before it was widely used (Fig. 5).25 

SBDD puts the drug design focus on the structural analysis of 

the target and how a specific drug structurally interacts with it.26 

It allowed to study which are the best molecular properties for 

a drug to interact with a specific wanted target and produce the 

desired therapeutic effect. Structured-based drug design 

became the central paradigm of drug discovery for the next 

decades, allowing the exploration of more molecules and 

targets. 

 

In parallel with the increase of the number of available targets, 

chemical synthesis of new compounds also underwent a great 

transformation. The improvements of structural techniques, 

such as X-ray crystallography, and the consequent increase of 

the number of available compounds allowed the creation of big 

chemical libraries with a large number of structurally diverse 

compounds.21,27 These chemical libraries can be 

simultaneously screened for single interactions with targets. 

This was an extremely fast procedure that allowed the 

selection of active molecule hits more appropriately.28 This 

new and faster approach was called combinatorial chemistry 

and it was introduced by Furka in the late 1980s.29 

 

All these advances improved our knowledge of chemical 

space, both in terms of coverage and completeness, 

expanding the number of targets and compounds available 

and the information about their interaction. This knowledge 
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expansion led to the creation or enlargement of protein and 

chemical databases that, in the next decades, will grow 

exponentially allowing the consolidation of a new drug 

discovery era based on the rise of computation and big data 

analysis. 

 

 
Drug polypharmacology 
 

Drug receptor theory formulated and adjusted during the 

second half of the twentieth century brought the conception 

that drugs needed to be binding selectively to their 

physiological targets.30 Although important advances on the 

absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME) 

profiling of drug candidates had been achieved, the concept of 

“one drug - one target” did not change.30 In this respect, 

although new evidence demonstrated that drug activity is 

modulated through some drug metabolism targets, it was still 

globally considered that ADME interactions did not interfere 

with the occurrence and the progression of the disease.27,31 

 

The observed lack of selectivity and promiscuity of certain 

types of targets being able to interact with totally different drugs 

offered a new perspective regarding drug activity. In the early 

20th century, a new concept emerged in order to describe the 

fact that drugs could often interact with more than one protein 

target.32 This concept is referred to as polypharmacology and 
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it was first used by Julian Blagg in 1997 to refer to this lack of 

selectivity.31 In fact, although some drugs are extremely 

selective for specific targets, nowadays we know that they are 

a minority and most small molecule therapeutics have a more 

complex spectrum, interacting with multiple targets. 

 

Interestingly, drug polypharmacology was not only associated 

with off-target proteins (undesirable promiscuity), but in some 

cases this drug promiscuity is needed to obtain the therapeutic 

efficacy observed, which was only related with the primary 

target interaction until now.30 One of the first scientists to 

associate the concepts of drug promiscuity with the therapeutic 

efficacy was Bryan Roth in 2004.33 He observed that most 

common central nervous system disorders are polygenic and 

selective drugs were not effective. He proposed the design of 

selectively non-selective drugs in order to target several 

molecular proteins and treat these disorders in a more holistic 

way.33 Accordingly, the classical metaphor of drugs acting as 

‘magic bullets’ changed into a ‘magic shotgun’ analogy (Fig. 

6).33 

 

There have been several attempts to predict a global map of 

drug polypharmacology. However, there was an incredible lack 

of information of lots of non-interested targets, leading into a 

completely biased observation.34 Until then, pharmacological 

profiles of drugs were based on these targets of interest for the 

study but not for the entire set of existent targets.34 Moreover, 
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only an extremely low percentage of data generated in the 

scientific studies was available in a final publication, and most 

of the time with the same well-known targets. So, there was 

not only a lack of data available, but that data was completely 

scattered in the literature.35 Accordingly, several computation 

Figure 6: Polypharmacology profile of 13 antipsychotic drugs. 
Their affinity values for each one of the 53 targets is plotted in 
different colors. Extracted from (Roth et al., 2004).33 
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efforts were initiated to complete and integrate some of the 

existing data in several databases. In parallel, new screening 

methods are still emerging and several attempts have been 

made in order to screen both new and known compounds 

across a large number of orphan targets. 

 

Drug polypharmacology has revolutionized the entire 

pharmacology field and the drug discovery industry, 

introducing a more complex and holistic view and opening a 

new horizon in drug discovery.  

 

 

In silico drug discovery 
 

Nowadays, computational tools are an essential part of any 

scientific laboratory but this happened mainly during the last 

70 years. ENIAC (Electronic Numerical Integrator and 

Computer) was the first electronic computer and was created 

in 1945 in the University of Pennsylvania (Fig. 7). Since then, 

the computing power grew exponentially, allowing to solve 

increasingly computation-intensive problems.36 

 

Computational chemistry, later subdivided into 

chemoinformatics and molecular modelling, was born in the 

late 1950s with the work of Louis Ray and Russell Kirsch 

describing an algorithm for substructure searching in digital 

computers in 1957.38 In the 1960s, several chemical databases 
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and computational tools started to emerge, such as the 

Chemical Abstracts Service (CAS) Registry System, which 

developed a unique index number to identify chemical 

entities.39 In 1963, G. Vleduts proposed that computers could 

be used to suggest sequences of reactions that could result in 

a desired synthetic target.39,40 This was the first step of 

computer-aided drug design (CADD). This discipline uses 

computational approaches to evaluate the potential activity of 

specific chemical entities against the target(s) of interest. In 

drug discovery, CADD is extremely useful to reduce costs and 

time, minimizing the number of molecules that should be tested 

Figure 7: ENIAC control panels. The ENIAC programmers Frances 
Bilas and Betty J. Jennings can be observed standing next to the 
electronic computer. Photo extracted from CHM Revolution 
website.37 
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in preclinical in vitro and later in vivo assays.41 Accordingly, 

CADD approaches are now widely used in modern drug 

discovery.  

 

In 1962, Corwin H. Hansch published the first computational 

correlation study between the biological activity and the 

physicochemical parameters of a molecule.42,43 This was the 

first time that a quantitative structure-activity relationship 

(QSAR) model was implemented.44 With the appearance of 

advanced computational, statistical and mathematical tools 

during the following decades, QSAR rapidly became an 

essential part of any drug discovery process and 

pharmacological research. It was not until the 1980s that the 

use of X-ray crystallography to obtain three-dimensional (3D) 

structures of molecules allowed the introduction of 3D-QSAR 

models.45 The first two 3D-QSAR methods to be presented 

were comparative molecular field analysis (CoMFA) and 

hypothetical active site lattice (HASL).39 These new 3D-QSAR 

models allowed the introduction during the 1980s of structure-

based drug design (SBDD), as mentioned in the previous 

section.45 

 

A few years before, in 1971, the Protein Data Bank (PDB) was 

created by Walter Hamilton as a computational database in 

order to store information of experimental protein structures 

obtained by both X-ray crystallography and Nuclear Magnetic 

Resonance (NMR).39,46 This database, that initially contained 
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just seven protein structures, is nowadays one of the most 

used macromolecule structural databases, containing more 

than 170.000 entries.47 

 

In 1982, Kuntz introduced a new computational approach in 

order to study protein-ligand interactions, named DOCK.48 This 

was the first method that allowed to analyse the degree of 

complementarity between a protein binding site and a ligand.39 

 

Just a few years later, Tim Berners-Lee created one of the 

most powerful inventions of computer science: the world wide 

web system (WWW).49,50 It rapidly became a globally used 

system around the world that revolutionized almost all aspects 

of human life.49 This technology allowed the creation and 

spread of lots of bioinformatic resources such as the GenBank 

database51 (1992) or the EMBL Nucleotide Sequence Data 

Library52 (1993), which was the first nucleotide sequence 

database.49 Other important databases were created in the 

next decade, such as the well-known NCBI databases PubMed 

(launched publicly in 1997), Human Genome (1999), or other 

online platforms such as DrugBank53 (2006) or ChEMBL54 

(2010) databases. Moreover, lots of bioinformatics tools 

became completely accessible and sometimes with a graphical 

interface to facilitate usage across the entire scientific 

community.49 Internet quickly became not just a completely 

new source of resources and tools, but the most important 

library of scientific literature. 
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The consolidation of new compound databases and the 

exponential growth of them promoted the establishment of new 

molecule classification systems, such as the Universal Protein 

code (UniProt) for proteins, in 2002, or the International 

Chemical Identifier (InChI code) for small molecules, created 

by the IUPAC organization in 2005 (Fig. 8).  

 

The increasing amount of data available nowadays and the 

computational power provided by the new modern 

supercomputers allow us to compute extremely complex 

problems in relatively short periods of time and to provide 

analytics tools for all these big heterogenous data. In this 

regard, in the last decade, several big data databases 

Figure 8: InChiKey nomenclature of caffeine molecule. Each part 
of the inChiKey nomenclature is shown. Figure extracted from 
Inchi-trust website.55 
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appeared, such as the FDA Adverse Event Reporting System 

(FAERS), in 2012, to collect spontaneous drug safety reports, 

or SureChembl, in 2016, to store chemical data extracted from 

patents.56 

 

In the last few years, advances in machine learning are 

extremely promising and the potential uses of them in the drug 

discovery process and personalized healthcare are just being 

observed. Machine learning can be defined as the 

implementation of algorithms that can automatically improve 

through data, detect patterns on it and use them to predict 

future outcomes or make decisions.57 The most widely used 

machine learning techniques in drug discovery and 

pharmacological studies are support vector machine (one of 

the most used classifier) (Fig. 9), random forest, or artificial 

neural network, which are algorithms that, given a set of 

parameters, can analyse the possible combination of them in 

order to predict the potential results.58 Some examples of the 

utility of machine learning in drug discovery and development 

include prognosis of medical events based on patient records, 

new assessment methods in order to predict pharmacokinetic, 

ADMET and efficacy properties, prediction of target structure 

and inference of ligand-protein interactions and adverse drug 

reactions.57,59 
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Pharmaceutical business 
 

Since 1980, the pharmaceutical industry has experienced 

significant growth, both in revenues and investment, although 

the number of new drugs that are approved remained 

constant.61,62 The exponential establishment of a capitalist 

economic model covering almost the entire world and a 

globalization process that expanded and universalized the 

markets of the late twentieth and early twenty-first century, 

promoted this extraordinary expansion of the pharmaceutical 

industry.63  

 

Figure 9: Illustrative example of a Support Vector Machine 
classifier used to differentiate between tumour and benign tumours. 
Extracted from (Khazendar et al., 2014).60 
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The increasing cost and complexity of drug development 

contributed to transform the pharmaceutical companies, via 

fusions and acquisitions, into the big players that they are 

nowadays. As a result, 73% of the total pharmaceutical sales 

during 2015 were attributable to the 25 largest pharmaceutical 

companies.64 Thus, a few big companies control more than 2/3 

of the new drugs approved, and the same trend is being 

observed in the last twenty years.65 There are certain risks 

associated with this market monopolization, such as the 

increasing cost of new therapeutics, the difficulties to find 

treatments for rare diseases or the increasing power and 

influence of the owners of these companies.  

 

Big pharma not only achieved a huge influence in society but 

also managed to become one of the most profitable business 

models, raising concerns about its profits and prices.66 A 

recent study compared 35 large pharmaceutical companies 

with 357 large non-pharmaceutical companies just to find out 

that the gross profit of the first was significantly higher than the 

latter.64 Not surprisingly, and due to the huge profit expected, 

some reports found that the number of marketing organizations 

that control new molecules, although they have little to do with 

drug discovery, is increasing.65 

 

Moreover, big pharmaceutical companies are benefiting from 

public investment, both directly and/or indirectly. For instance, 

NIH along with other public organizations was responsible for 
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33% of biomedical research funding from 2003 to 2008, 

assuming some of the so-called risk of failure of the pharma 

companies.66 This partnership rarely contributes to lowering 

the prices of new therapeutics in the market. Hence, the 

pharmaceutical model is becoming a huge profitable business 

that probably will merge with other companies to develop 

massive capitalistic conglomerates. 

 

 

Drug discovery and development process 
 

Drug discovery and development process (Fig. 10) 

experimented several changes in the last decades. Complexity 

and risk involved in the development and marketing of a new 

drug make it a very cost-effective and extremely time 

Figure 10: Drug discovery and development process 
representation. It shows the different subphases and some of the 
most important aspects of each one of them. Figure extracted from 
(Duelen et al., 2019).41 
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consuming (15 years on average) process (Fig. 11). All the 

research and development needed for a drug to reach the 

market can cost up to $1 billion.67 Although this process has 

undergone some changes in the last decades, several steps 

have been well established and remained quite invariable. 

 

The first step in drug development is to choose what condition 

or disease is wanted to improve and identify which target is the 

one that requires activation, modulation or inhibition to revert 

or improve a certain pathology.41 The pharmacological and 

biochemical background on the pathology, knowledge on 

marketed drugs and target profiling are essential to select an 

appropriate target candidate.68 However, the step of target 

validation is absolutely crucial to ensure that the target is 

clearly associated with the disease and to confirm its 

druggability. This process is extremely important because a 

Figure 11: Table of estimated resources expended in a drug 
discovery and development process until the launch of the drug. 
Figure adapted from (Mohs and Greig, 2017).69 
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bad decision could be translated into an enormous waste of 

time and money.67 

 

The second major step in a drug development process is the 

hit generation. It is based on the identification of active 

molecules (hits) with a confirmed in vitro activity for the target.68 

A large variety of screening methods exist to identify these hits. 

Among them, high throughput screening (HTS) is based on a 

robotically testing a large chemical library against a specific 

target or phenotype. In order to reduce the cost and to take 

advantage of the existing knowledge, a more focused 

screening can be performed by preselecting molecules likely 

to interact with the wanted target. To aid in this preselection, 

other more specialized screening methods can be used, 

including structured-based drug discovery, that uses X-ray 

crystallography to design molecules based on their structure, 

physiological screening, a more holistic approach that 

evaluates drug effects at a tissue-level, and virtual screening, 

that exploits the concepts of molecular similarity and 

computational docking to predict what compounds may 

interact with a given target.68 In the event that hits are 

identified, an exhaustive evaluation of their biochemical, 

pharmacokinetics, ADME and physiological properties is 

required. 

 

The next crucial step of drug discovery is the hit optimization. 

To this aim, a hit-to-lead process is necessary to optimize all 
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properties of the hit that require improvement, including 

pharmacokinetics, ADME profile, and target efficacy and 

selectivity. Once the criteria for optimal properties are met, the 

molecule(s) will progress in the process to obtain in vivo proof 

of principle. At the end of this hit-to-lead process, the one, or 

few, lead(s) that met the optimal properties may be nominated 

to become a drug candidate.5 

 

After hit optimization, a second optimization process of those 

leads identified is carried out in order to improve any remaining 

deficient properties without affecting the favourable ones.68 

Moreover, a thorough characterization of these leads is 

necessary before considering them as possible drug 

candidates. In general terms, this lead characterization is 

based on models of genotoxicity, in vivo models of general 

behaviour, high-dose pharmacology, PK/PD studies, dose 

linearity and repeat dosing PK.68 Compounds that are 

successfully characterized are considered possible preclinical 

drug candidates. It is important to mention that the lead-to-drug 

process does not stop with the first drug candidate. It is needed 

to continue exploring all the lead compounds as possible back 

up candidates if the other ones fail in the next preclinical or 

clinical steps.  

 

The preclinical phase starts directly when a specific drug 

candidate is nominated. The preclinical stage includes both in 

vitro assays as well as in vivo animal studies. In this last one, 
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animal models of the human body are used in order to evaluate 

not only ADME, but efficacy and safety properties and to 

ensure that there are no major toxicity or safety issues. Once 

the preclinical phase is passed, the company needs to submit 

an Investigational New Drug (IND) application explaining the 

preclinical results and their future clinical plan to the 

appropriate regulatory agency of the country the company 

wants to commercialize this future drug. 

 

After that, clinical trials may start. They are divided in three 

different phases. It is during this stage that the drug is finally 

tested in humans. In Phase 1, the drug is tested in a small 

number of healthy people in order to assure that the drug is 

safe and no major complications are associated with its 

administration. In Phase 2, the drug is tested in patients 

suffering from the pathology in order to evaluate the efficacy of 

the drug. At last but not least, in phase 3 the number of patients 

increases considerably in order to evaluate in a more 

exhaustive and significant way both drug efficacy and safety. 

Once the third phase is successfully completed, it needs to be 

presented into the corresponding regulatory agency that will 

ultimately decide if the drug is suitable to be marketed.70 

 

However, drug development does not stop here. A post-

marketing phase (phase IV studies) is needed in order to 

evaluate the real drug effectiveness in a non-interventional 

observational surveillance study.71,72 
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A large number of professionals from many different fields are 

involved in the whole course of this large and complex process. 

Although a huge number of resources are invested to discover 

and develop a new drug, the pharmaceutical industry is one of 

the most (if not the most) profitable industries over the world 

above bank, oil, gas or media industries.64 
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2. METABOLOMICS 

 

Metabolomics is the cellular, tissular and organismal 

metabolism study of small chemical compounds, also known 

as metabolites.73 These small molecules are the substrates 

and products that participate in all the biological processes 

involved in a living system, and include both exogenous and 

endogenous molecules. The complete set of these small 

molecules and their interactions in a biological system are 

known as the metabolome.73 

 

 
Metabolomics: origin and evolution of a new omics 
discipline 
 

Metabolomics was introduced for the first time in 1998 by 

Stephen Oliver.74 However, metabolomics studies started 

some decades before. In the 1950s, several studies stressed 

the importance of metabolic profiling systems to explain 

complex biological systems in a more precise way.75 In 1955, 

Donald Nicholson collected and published all the known 

metabolic reactions by that time, which represented the first 

holistic review of an organism metabolome.75,76 These 

metabolic systems promoted the idea of a precision medicine, 

where each metabolism described in a biological system could 

be treated differently.77 
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In the next decades, the paradigm “DNA makes RNA makes 

protein” gained prominence and caused a swift expansion of 

the biggest omics disciplines: genomics, proteomics and 

transcriptomics (Fig. 12). In 1992, the first chromosome 

sequence, belonging to S. cerevisiae, was completely 

sequenced.78 This discovery showed that the protein-encoding 

genes which were known by then represented only about 20% 

of the entire set of genes, changing the perception of the 

functional genome. In parallel, with the arrival of new analytic 

methods, such as mass spectrometry or NMR, functional 

analysis of proteomics helped to gain information about the 

metabolite role in biological systems and the metabolite profile 

could be finally related to the biological function.73 

 

Figure 12: Conceptual flow of “DNA makes RNA makes Proteins” 
idea and the place of metabolomics amongst the other omics 
sciences. Figure extracted from (Fillet and Frédérich, 2015).79 
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In the 1990s, metabolic control analysis (firstly introduced by 

Kacser and Burns in 1973) was widely recognised and used.80 

This approach allowed to quantify the control distribution over 

concentrations and metabolic fluxes in biological systems.81 

Based on this analysis, Stephen Oliver suggested in 1998 the 

concept of metabolome in a functional analysis of the yeast 

genome.74 He observed that concentrations of yeast 

endogenous metabolites vary constantly and he proposed that 

this variation allows to maintain fluxes through the metabolic 

networks in a constant way.73 

 

At this point, metabolomics made a leap forward and became 

an important discipline in biological research. The incredible 

advances in mass spectrometry and chromatographic 

techniques, as long as the development of computational 

techniques, such as de novo approaches, allowed the 

identification and classification of metabolites and the 

determination of their interactions and roles in biological 

systems.82 Some of these de novo techniques predict 

pathways based on the known information of reactions and 

hypothesize what intermediate metabolites are needed to 

complement metabolic pathways. Despite the continuous 

characterization of new metabolites, its coverage is still low 

compared to the estimated complete metabolite map (Fig. 

13).83 
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The substantial increase in the amount of metabolomic 

information (including metabolite compounds, metabolite 

pathways and metabolite profiling) led to the creation of several 

metabolomic databases in order to annotate and classify all the 

data. For example, in 2007 the Human Metabolome DataBase 

(HMDB) was created with information on more than 114,000 

different metabolites that could be found in the human 

body.84,85 At the same time, other databases started to include 

information about metabolites to complement their data, such 

as the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) 

PATHWAY database.86 KEGG PATHWAY is a repository of 

Figure 13: Representation of the a) estimated number of metabolites 
present in E. cole, Human and Plants and b) the approximate 
number of metabolites that can be measurable nowadays. Figure 
extracted from (Alseekh and Fernie, 2018).83 
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metabolic pathway maps representing the available knowledge 

of the molecular interaction, reaction and relation networks for 

both metabolic, genetic, environmental or drug information. An 

interesting effort has been made by KEGG developers to focus 

on representing disease pathway maps as perturbed states of 

the molecular network system. In these systems, genetic, 

environmental or metabolic factors, along with drugs, are 

considered as perturbants.86 Another example of the growth of 

metabolic data online repositories is the public IUPHAR/BPS 

Guide to PHARMACOLOGY database, which is a curated 

source of ligand-activity-target relationships that includes 

information of more than 10,500 ligand, including 509 

metabolites, 802 endogenous peptides or 326 natural 

products.87,88 

 

In recent years, the consolidation of computational science and 

the emergence of new methodological approaches are 

inspiring new scientific fields to incorporate metabolomics in 

their research lines. 

 

 

Metabolomics, drug discovery and personalized medicine 
 

In the last decades, the generalized idea that almost all chronic 

and long-term diseases have an eminently genetic origin was 

widely extended. However, genome sequencing and single 

nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) characterization have 
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revealed that the association between disease and a specific 

genetic origin is less stronger than expected.89 Therefore, a 

change of paradigm was needed in order to incorporate other 

important aspects of disease aetiology such as epigenetic, 

microbiomic or environmental factors. Metabolomics 

substantially helped to clarify the chemical causes of some 

important chronic diseases such as atherosclerosis, diabetes 

and some types of cancer. Therefore, metabolites have an 

important impact in the appearance and progress of 

diseases.89 

 

For example, several studies suggested that type 2 diabetes is 

related not only with genetic and environmental factors, but 

also with the levels of certain types of amino acids. It is 

suggested that high levels of isoleucine, leucine, valine, 

phenylalanine and tyrosine could be associated with an 

increased risk of developing type 2 diabetes in the short-to-

long term.90–92 This example illustrates how metabolomics can 

lead to the identification of new disease biomarkers. The 

metabolomics ability to predict specific metabolic conditions 

that are related with the aetiology of specific diseases is 

leading to the idea of drug treatment into a more personalized 

medicine. Although the application of individual metabolomics 

is still limited, and its true impact is yet to be demonstrated, the 

usability of metabolomics in precision medicine seems to be 

clear and it is expected to increase in the next decades.93 
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Within this context, metabolite-based drug discovery (MBDD) 

emerged as a new possible approach to identify and test new 

therapies (Fig. 14).89 In fact, a new concept known as 

pharmacometabolomics appeared in order to study both 

pharmaceutical drugs and endogenous metabolites with a 

metabolomic approach.94 In drug metabolism, a huge number 

of enzymes, proteins and organs are involved, making the 

whole process extremely complex and variable depending on 

age, gender, diet, weight and even locations. Metabolomics 

allows to monitorize drug responses and, in line with the 

Figure 14: Example decision tree of the first steps of a metabolite-

based drug discovery process. Figure adapted from (Wishart, 

2016).89 
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previously mentioned personalized medicine, be able to 

customize drug dosing.89 

 

In this regard, a recent study suggested that the metabolome 

could be an incredible basis for a more individualized 

medicine.95 Applying machine learning algorithms, they tried to 

predict metabolite levels in individuals on the basis of gut 

microbiome, clinical parameters, diet, host genetics, lifestyle or 

anthropometric measurements.95 They presented a significant 

prediction power of the profiled metabolites. This is a great 

advance towards a mechanistic understanding of metabolome 

and its possible alterations, leading to a possible use in 

personalized medicine that could design interventions in order 

to modulate the metabolite levels and to adjust these 

alterations towards improving the undesired conditions.95 

 

In spite of the high hopes put on metabolomics over the last 30 

years, its true level of impact on the entire drug discovery and 

development process has yet to be fully determined. However, 

there is no doubt on the positive implications that this omics 

technology is having over the entire scientific community. 
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3. DRUG SAFETY  

 

Drug safety refers to the study of the safety of drug candidates 

and medicines throughout the drug discovery and 

development process that aims to increase the benefits and 

minimize the risks of drug administrations.96 Once the drug 

reaches the market, the field of pharmacovigilance includes a 

number of different approaches and techniques to perform 

target safety assessments and postmarketing surveillance 

studies. Nowadays, drug safety and pharmacovigilance are 

essential pillars of the drug discovery and development 

process, and they represent an enormous effort on time and 

cost for the pharmaceutical industry. However, the study of the 

safety of drugs started even before the big pharmaceutical 

companies were born. 

 

 

Origin of pharmacovigilance and safety pharmacology 
 

Unfortunately, the history of pharmacovigilance is full of big 

scandals and deaths, that motivated and precipitated changes 

in legislations, lifestyle and marketing. In 1848, the death of a 

Hanna Greener, an English woman, after a chloroform 

administration motivated an investigation to understand the 

relation between the use of this substance and its death.96 This 

study preceded a series of investigations regarding more 

deaths related to chloroform that The Lancet finally published 
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in 1893.97 This was one of the first publications of a 

pharmacovigilance study relating a specific adverse effect 

associated with drug administration. 

 

Few years later, in 1906, the US Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) was created with the mandate to control the safety, 

efficacy and security of drugs, food compounds, veterinarian 

products and some other products.98 Furthermore, in 1938 the 

FDA administration approved the Federal Food, Drug and 

Cosmetic act, which established that drug safety needs to be 

tested, validated and finally approved by the FDA before drug 

marketing can take place. This new law was approved after 

Figure 15: Original 1-gallon bottle of sulfanilamide elixir. Photo 
extracted from Drug Times web.99  
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what is known as ‘The Sulfanilamide Elixir disaster’. This event 

occurred in 1937, after some studies suggested that 

sulfanilamide, in powder or tablet forms, was able to revert 

streptococcal infections. However, in its liquid form, 

sulfanilamide was dissolved in diethylene glycol, an extremely 

toxic substance (Fig. 15). As sulfanilamide was already 

approved in other forms, the liquid solution was distributed 

without pharmacology studies. After a few months and more 

than 100 deaths, the real nature of this substance was 

detected and the product was withdrawn from the market.98 

 

Another crucial change was conducted in the 1960s in 

response to another tragedy. In 1961, William G. McBride and 

Widukind Lenz published, in parallel, alarming studies in which 

they warned of a correlation between the administration of 

thalidomide and newborn congenital malformations (Fig. 

16).100,101 Thalidomide was approved in the late 1950s and was 

widely prescribed to pregnant women as an antiemetic until 

1962, when it was withdrawn from the market. Although it is 

difficult to figure out how many babies were affected, it is 

estimated that about 100,000 children worldwide were born 

with some kind of malformations that in so many times led to a 

premature death. 

 

The thalidomide tragedy brought different regulatory revisions 

and a global change in the entire drug discovery and 

development process was adopted worldwide. One of the most 
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important regulatory advances was the consolidation of the 

animal testing in drug safety, making it mandatory before the 

administration in humans.96 During the next decade, several 

countries included rigorous toxicity testing approaches in the 

non-clinical research of new drugs and exhaustive 

postmarketing surveillance for new drug was also mandatory. 

 

From that moment on, several epidemiologic studies were 

done to evaluate the possible adverse reactions of drugs. The 

first one to be done was guided by the Boston Collaborative 

Drug Surveillance Program, created in 1966.96 As previously 

seen, in the 1980s, it was demonstrated that drugs could also 

Figure 16: newborn deformities produced by Thalidomide effects. 
Figure adapted from (Smithells and Newman, 1992).102 
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interact with other targets apart from those mainly responsible 

for its mechanism of action.30 Those secondary targets may be 

often the cause of adverse drug reactions or drug side-effects. 

Accumulating evidences in this regard led to the acceptance 

that drugs were not as selective as once thought. With the 

concept of drug polypharmacology, safety pharmacology was 

implemented. 

 

 
Polypharmacology and safety pharmacology: A new 
pharmacovigilance paradigm 
 

The International Conference on Harmonization (ICH) defined 

this discipline as “those studies that investigate the potential 

undesirable pharmacodynamic effects of a substance on 

physiological functions in relation to exposure in the 

therapeutic range and above”.103 Safety pharmacology was 

based on the idea that organ functions are also drug targets 

and the principal cause of adverse reactions in humans.104 

 

One of the first countries to promote organ function 

assessments was Japan. These first evaluations included 

different organ categories in order to prioritize their relevance 

and to suggest what kind of studies were required. Rapidly, 

during the 1990s, the Japanese guidelines were adopted by 

the entire pharmaceutical community as the main organ 

function assessments.104 In 1990, Europe, United States and 
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Japan joined efforts to create the International Conference on 

Harmonization of Technical Requirements for Registration of 

Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH). This initiative was 

founded to promote the development of unified technical and 

registration guidelines for pharmaceutical drugs that could be 

used and accepted worldwide. However, it was not until the 

year 2000 that ICH launched for the first time a guideline for 

safety pharmacology, named ICH Topic S7A.104 

 

ICH Topic S7B incorporated an in vitro pharmacological assay 

on Potassium ion channel subunit alpha (IKv11.1) also known 

as hERG, as an absolute requirement for a new drug to be 

approved.105 This was the first time a target-based study was 

included as a mandatory requisite for a drug to be approved. 

In 1990, hERG was found to be related to the appearance of a 

deadly ventricular tachyarrhythmia, called Torsades de 

Figure 17: Illustration of a drug induced Torsade de Pointes through 
a drug induced HERG block like Terfenadine. Figure extracted from 
(Kannankeril, et al., 2010).109 
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Pointes (TdP). This association was discovered due to the 

increasing number of reports of deadly patients that took 

terfenadine and the appearance of TdP during the 1980s.106,107 

Terfenadine was an antihistaminic drug approved for the 

treatment of allergies.108 As a non-cardiac drug, 

pharmaceutical agencies did not study the possible cardiac 

effects of this drug. Therefore, in 1997 this drug was withdrawn 

from the market and it preceded several more non-cardiac 

drugs to be withdrawn due to cardiac side effects. It was 

determined that the inhibition of hERG cardiac receptors by 

this drug causes a prolonged QT interval and consequently, in 

some cases, a deadly TdP (Fig. 17).108,109 

 

 

Off-target interactions as a cause of adverse drug 
reactions. 
 

Since the incorporation of in vitro pharmacology assays to test 

for affinity on hERG, plenty of new studies have been 

performed to assess any other possible causal relationships 

between off-target interactions and drug side effects. In 

addition, as seen previously, technological advances in 

molecular biology and pharmacology, such as the 

improvement of X-ray crystallography, together with the 

revolutionizing advent of computational approaches, led to a 

substantial increase in the number of targets available for 
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testing and, with it, the number of new active chemical 

substances.  

 

Moreover, polypharmacology studies have shown that, based 

on the specific drug therapeutic effect, a target can be 

understood as primary (on-target) or secondary (off-target) to 

define if the drug is expected to exert its therapeutic effect on 

it or not, respectively. This notwithstanding, toxic or adverse 

effects could be related with both primary and secondary 

targets. Primary adverse effects are described as an 

exaggerated pharmacologic effect at the target of interest while 

secondary adverse effects are events produced as a result of 

the interaction or modulation of other targets.110 Nowadays in 

drug discovery, a general strategy during lead optimisation is 

to maximise in vitro binding affinity for the primary target(s) in 

order to try to improve target selectivity and to reduce 

secondary affinities and thus, adverse drug effects.111 

However, the final drug candidate is usually not the molecule 

with the strongest on-target affinity but the one with the best 

equilibrium between all properties.112 

 

In vitro secondary pharmacology is a cost-effective approach 

used by the pharmaceutical industry to anticipate potential 

safety issues of a new drug candidate as early as possible 

during the drug discovery process.113 In 2017, a study led by 

Thomas Papoian proposed that safety margins based on in 

vitro binding affinities are better predictors for determining the 
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risk of a drug to produce a specific side effect than measures 

involving only the maximum therapeutic free plasma drug 

concentration in vivo.114 In this study, they analysed the well-

known relation between valvular heart disease (VHD) and a 

huge agonism activity on 5-hydroxytryptamine receptor 2B 

(5HT2B). Interestingly, they observed that the agonist drugs 

that do not produce VHD have activity values significantly 

lower (more than two order of magnitude lower) than the 

activity of the endogenous metabolite of this target, serotonin, 

suggesting that some kind of relation may exist between the 

minimum level of affinity needed by a drug to be active on a 

specific target and the endogenous metabolome activity.114 

 

This interesting approach not only showed that in vitro 

secondary pharmacology is useful in order to assess the 

possible relationship between side effects and secondary 

targets, but presented a promising new approach in drug safety 

that may be extremely relevant in order to understand why 

drugs need a certain level of affinity to be active on their targets 

and why these levels of affinity could be extremely different 

between drugs interacting with exactly the same target. This 

was one of the first studies that connected metabolomics and 

drug safety in order to explain the implications that the 

endogenous metabolome could have in the origin of drug 

adverse events and it was partially responsible for this Thesis. 
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4. SUDDEN CARDIAC ARREST 
 

Epidemiology of Sudden cardiac arrest 
 

A sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) is the abrupt cessation of the 

heart’s ability to pump blood through the body within a short 

time period (less than an hour) from the onset of symptoms, 

leading in most of the cases to an unexpected death (also 

called, then, sudden cardiac death).115,116 Although classifying 

based on clinical circumstances can be misleading, and 

understanding that almost 40% of sudden deaths can be 

unwitnessed,117 SCA is generally caused by myocardial 

infarctions, cardiac arrhythmias and/or myocardial 

ischaemia.118 However, other potential causes such as aortic 

rupture, pulmonary embolism or drug abuse are also extremely 

linked to its advent.118 Accordingly, SCA is understood as a 

multicausal event, where an accumulation of various and often 

interacting causes promotes its appearance.119–123 

Furthermore, since a big number of SCAs occur in individuals 

without previously diagnosed heart conditions and out of the 

hospital, the prevention of SCA is even more difficult.  

 

In the last decades, incredible improvements have been done 

regarding the identification of causative factors, prevention and 

new effective treatments of SCA. However, sudden cardiac 

arrest is still one of the major public health issues worldwide. It 
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is estimated that the average survival rate in the European 

countries is only 10%.118 Moreover, in Europe, it is related to 

more than 50% of cardiac deaths and approximately 20% of all 

natural deaths.118 These parameters are very similar in the 

United States (USA), being the 50% of the cardiac deaths and 

around 12% of all natural deaths.115 Therefore, it is estimated 

that approximately between 300,000 and 450,000 cases of 

SCA occur annually in USA.124 

 

A great improvement in cardiac resuscitation has been done in 

the last decades that has been translated into an increased 

survival rate from out-of-hospital events.118 It is crucial to 

reduce the delay between its appearance and defibrillation. In 

order to do that, a lot of effort has been put in several European 

countries into distributing automated external defibrillators 

(AED) with a fast deployment all across the territory.118 

 

 

Risk factors identification. First step for the detection and 
prevention of SCA 
 

Age is one of the main risk factors associated with SCA, 

growing exponentially from the age of 45 (Fig. 18). Although a 

peak is also observed during the early infancy (< 5 years old), 

the majority of SCAs cases occurred in adults after the age of 

45.119 Moreover, the causative and risk factors of SCA seem to 

be extremely different in young people, being 
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cardiomyopathies and coronary genetic abnormalities the 

principal cause of SCA, alongside drug abuse.125 In terms of 

gender, approximately 75% of SCA events occur in men.115 

This percentage means that, in general, men have between 

three and four times more risk of SCA than women. However, 

this difference becomes smaller with age.119 

 

The detection of risk factors for SCA and the identification of 

SCA-associated diseases become an essential part of SCA 

prevention. Risk factors associated with SCA could have a 

variety of completely different origins. As a cardiovascular 

Figure 18: Sudden cardiac arrest mortality distribution by age group 
among residents of Multnomah County, in Oregon (USA), during an 
entire year between 2002 and 2003. Figure extracted from (Adabag 
et al., 2010).119 
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disease likely being caused by some other cardiovascular 

conditions such as heart failure, myocardial infarction or other 

coronary artery diseases, it is suggested to adopt the 

cardiovascular risk factors as possible indicators for SCA.126 In 

this regard, Framingham Risk Score (USA)127 and HeartScore 

(EU)128 are two platforms created in order to estimate the 

cardiovascular risk of an individual. The most important risk 

factors to be considered, apart from age and gender, are 

cigarette exposure, hypertension, obesity, type 2 diabetes or 

hyperlipidemia. These treatable cardiovascular factors are the 

basis of a conventional preventive therapy strategy (Fig. 19).126 

 

However, other SCA risk factors have been suggested such as 

left ventricular dysfunction or hypertrophy, poor heart 

functional status and an abnormal electrocardiogram (such as 

prolonged QT interval, T-wave alternans or Tpeak-Tend 

conditions).129 All these factors have been proposed as 

potential risk markers of SCA. As observed, almost all of these 

factors are measurable in anatomical screening or with clinical 

risk profiling (Fig. 19).126 Their evaluation is extremely 

important to try to prevent the accumulation of them and 

reduce the risk of sudden cardiac arrest.  

 

Furthermore, there is strong evidence of genetic 

predispositions that influence the risk of SCA.130,131 The 

genome screening and genome wide-association studies are 

used in order to identify these variants that predispose SCA 
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individuals.132,133 These variants can be used as genetic 

markers and could be effective as personalized risk predictors. 

One of the most relevant genetic markers associated with SCA 

is SCN5A, a gene that encodes the voltage-gated sodium 

channel type 5 subunit alpha (NaV1.5). This transmembrane 

protein is mainly found in cardiac muscle regulating the 

inbound sodium flux, inducing a depolarization and the 

consequent action potential in the excitable cells.134 A channel 

structural or functional defect, led by some SCN5A mutation, 

may lead to a reduction of the sodium current and a 

consequent arrhythmogenic syndromes, a sudden cardiac 

arrest and ultimately a fatal outcome. Several genetic 

variations in SCN5A have been related to SCA, such as the 

rs7626962 mutation (Ser1103Tyr), which is based on an amino 

acid substitution between domains II and III of the NaV1.5, the 

rs11720524 mutation, which interrupts a specific transcription 

factor binding site of the gene, rs41312391, a mutation that 

alters the expression of another gene (MoG1) implicated in the 

histone deubiquitinating complexes.129 

 

Another protein family implicated in SCA is the family of 

potassium channels. They play an important role in the 

repolarization process of the cardiac action potential and, 

consequently, in the maintenance of normal cardiac rhythm.135 

An abnormal rate of cardiac repolarization can lead to SCA.136 

Both KCNH2 (also known as hERG), which encodes the 

potassium channel KV11.1, and KCNQ1 genes, which encode 
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the potassium channel KV7.1, are extremely important for the 

pathogenesis of SCA. Several mutations of these two genes 

are associated with the appearance of SCA.137,138 

 

The third most common gene associated with SCA is RyR2.129 

The cardiac ryanodine receptor (RyR2) is a calcium channel 

involved in the calcium release, facilitating the binding of this 

ion to contractile proteins of the heart's muscle and activating 

systolic contraction.129 A misregulation of RyR2 gene function 

could lead to a bad release of calcium ions, leading to an 

intermittent contractile and electrical activity, that could lead to 

a cardiac arrhythmia and the consequent SCA.139 Several 

known RYR2 mutations, such as rs3766871 or rs376687, have 

been related to an increase of the risk of SCA.129 

 

There are several more mutational genes implicated in the 

appearance of SCA, such as the nitric oxide synthase 1 

adaptor protein (NOS1AP), which is implicated in the 

Figure 19: Different SCA prevention strategies based on the 
detection and evaluation of different risk factors. Figure extracted 
from (Myerburg and Goldberger, 2017).126  
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bioavailability of some QT-prolonging drugs.140 Although they 

have a much lower frequency in the population, their 

implications on the SCA appearance could be extremely 

important to analyse and detect susceptibilities.129 

 

The detection of novel potential genetic markers and the 

development of new techniques that can improve the 

prognosis of SCA are two of the principal scientific goals 

regarding SCA. 

 

 

Drug-induced sudden cardiac arrest 
 

A large number of studies have been done in order to analyse 

the causal association between drug consumption and sudden 

cardiac arrest. There is an increasing number of drugs 

prescribed for a wide range of indications (including non-

cardiac ones) such as arrhythmia, infection, depression, 

allergy or sedation that are directly related to a prolongation of 

the QT interval and a drug-induced arrhythmia that can lead to 

a fatal sudden cardiac death.141 

 

As seen in the last chapter, one of the main mechanisms of 

action involved in SCA is the inhibition of potassium channels 

(both hERG and KCNQ1) that in turn block the repolarization 

and produces a QT prolongation. This is the most common 

mechanism of action of the majority of drugs involved in both 
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Torsades de Pointes and sudden cardiac death.141 However, 

alternative mechanisms of drug-induced arrhythmogenesis 

and sudden death are being demonstrated. For example the 

inhibition of NaV1.5 by several blocker agents has also been 

related to be the causant of QT prolongation.142 

 

Accordingly, there is a rather long list of drugs, both cardiac 

(e.g., antiarrhythmics) and non-cardiac (e.g., antipsychotics, 

antidepressants or anesthetics) that have been reported to be 

associated with SCA.143–148  

 

Sicouri and Antzelevitch published in 2008 a list of 

antipsychotic and antidepressant drugs that are known to 

increase the risk of SCD. They included typical antipsychotics 

(chlorpromazine, pimozide, thioridazine, perphenazine, 

trifluoperazine, haloperidol, droperidol), atypical antipsychotics 

(clozapine, quetiapine, risperidone, sultopride, loxapine and 

ziprasidone), tricyclic antidepressants (amitriptyline, 

amoxapine, clomipramine, citalopram, desipramine, doxepin, 

imipramine, nortriptyline, trimipramine) as well as other 

antidepressants (fluoxetine, maprotiline, lithium, sertraline and 

venlafaxine). Almost all of these drugs prolong the QT interval, 

inducing TdP arrhythmias and the consequent SCD.143 

 

The relation between the anesthetic use and the appearance 

of cardiac arrests has been well studied and documented.149–

155 Some peri- and post-operatory studies revealed a 
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significant increase of cardiac arrests when local or total 

anesthesia, such as bupivacaine, halothane or isoflurane, is 

administered.153–155  

 

A remarkable warning note needs to be added regarding 

antiarrhythmic drugs and the implications on SCA. 

Antiarrhythmic agents, such as amiodarone, have been for 

many years the principal treatment for cardiac arrest 

resuscitation. However, nowadays there is a great uncertainty 

about the benefits of their use in cardiac arrest resuscitation.156 

In fact, some antiarrhythmic drugs have been shown to be 

responsible for an increased risk of SCA. It is the case of 

encainide and flecainide, two antiarrhythmic agents of Ic class 

that could produce proarrhythmic response and the 

consequent cardiac arrest.157,158 

 

Nowadays, worldwide regulatory agencies include several 

preclinical safety assays to detect whether new drug 

candidates show arrhythmogenic signals, including potassium 

channels inhibition screening in cell lines, isolated cardiac 

tissue recordings and QT-interval monitoring.141 The detection 

of SCA-related drugs at a preclinical level is becoming 

increasingly helpful in order to prevent drug-induced sudden 

cardiac arrest or to anticipate the associated risk of some 

marketed new drugs, avoiding their prescription to the most 

susceptible and vulnerable individuals. 
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The main objectives pursued by this Thesis can be 

summarized as follows: 

 

i. To analyse the relationship (if any) between the affinities 

of endogenous metabolites for their native proteins and 

drugs for their primary targets. 

 

ii. To reassess drug polypharmacology in the context of 

the human endogenous metabolome.  

 

iii. To redefine drug safety margins relative to in vitro 

affinities of endogenous metabolites. 

 

iv. To compare in vitro affinities of natural compounds and 

drugs for primary targets. 

 

v. To explore and analyse the association between drugs 

and sudden cardiac arrest using databases of 

spontaneous drug safety reports. 

 

 

The first and primary objective is addressed in Chapter 1, 

where an analysis of a large number of curated drug-target 

affinities reveals that the optimised affinity of endogenous 

ligands for their native targets can serve as a reference affinity 

baseline for the primary pharmacology of drugs. Results in 
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Chapter 1 provide answers also for the second and third 

objectives. Subsequently, results from Chapter 2 provided 

additional evidence for estimating the safety risk associated 

with drugs based on the endogenous metabolome. In Chapter 

3, all the knowledge acquired in the previous two Chapters is 

used to gain a deeper understanding on the marked 

differences between drugs and natural compounds. Finally, 

Chapter 4 focuses on the particular use case, namely, the 

study of sudden cardiac arrest using postmarketing 

spontaneous drug safety reports. 
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Abstract 
We have limited understanding of the wide variation of in vitro 

affinities of drugs for their targets. An analysis of a highly 

curated set of 442 interactions between 293 drugs and 79 

primary targets reveals that 67% of drug-target affinities have 

values above that of the corresponding endogenous ligand, 

96% of them fitting within a range of two orders of magnitude. 

Our findings suggest that the evolutionary optimized affinity of 

endogenous ligands for their native proteins can serve as a 

baseline for the primary pharmacology of drugs. We show that 

the degree of off-target selectivity and safety risks of drugs 

derived from their secondary pharmacology depend very much 

on that baseline. A new approach for estimating safety margins 

is proposed. 

 

 

Teaser 
Two thirds of drugs have more potent in vitro affinities for their 

primary targets than those of the corresponding endogenous 

ligands that can also serve as a baseline to estimate off-target 

safety margins. 

 

 

Keywords: endogenous metabolites, drug design, drug 

efficacy, drug safety, safety margins. 
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Introduction 
 
Drugs exert their therapeutic action by interacting with one (or 

more) disease-relevant protein(s). The final potency of this 

interaction is the result of a long optimisation process in which 

multiple pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic parameters 

need to be taken into consideration within the context of a 

complex neighbourhood of activities [1,2]. In this respect, a 

common strategy followed during lead optimisation is to 

maximise in vitro binding affinity for the primary (mechanism of 

action) target(s) of the drug as a means to improve target 

selectivity and reduce secondary (off-target) affinities 

potentially linked to safety issues [3]. Compound potency is 

generally expected to decrease in an in vivo environment due 

to several factors mostly associated with the compound 

absorption, distribution and metabolism [4,5]. Accordingly, the 

finally selected drug candidate is unlikely to be the molecule 

having the strongest affinity value but the one showing an 

optimal balance between all properties [6].  

 

This may in part explain the substantial variation of 

binding affinities observed for drugs targeting the same protein 

but also across different proteins [7]. For example, the 

serotonin receptor subtype 1A (5HT1A) is one of the protein 

targets recognised to be involved in the mechanisms of action 

of brexpiprazole and vortioxetine [7]. However, while 

brexpiprazole binds to this receptor with subnanomolar affinity 
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(pKi = 9.9), the corresponding in vitro binding affinity for 

vortioxetine is more than two orders of magnitude lower (pKi = 

7.8). The variation in physicochemical properties (as estimated 

by the octanol-water partition coefficient and aqueous 

solubility), which is less than a log unit, does not offer a valid 

explanation for this difference. This is in stark contrast to the 

micromolar affinity (pKi = 5.6) of theophylline for the adenosine 

receptor 2b (AA2BR), which is one of its mechanism of action 

targets [7]. Gaining a deeper understanding as to why drugs 

may require achieving certain levels of affinity for their primary 

target(s) and why these levels of affinity may be considerably 

different due to efficacy and receptor reserve across primary 

target(s) is at the core of modern preclinical drug discovery.  

 

In humans, most drug targets are proteins whose 

function is regulated by endogenous ligands or metabolites, 

understood here not as the products of drug metabolism [8] but 

as those naturally occurring small molecules of human 

metabolism [9-11]. The human endogenous metabolome is 

estimated to contain a few thousands of chemical species [12]. 

Each endogenous ligand binds to its native protein with a 

certain affinity that has been sensitively optimised by evolution 

and that may subtlety vary across individuals [13]. For 

example, the subnanomolar affinity (pKi = 9.1-9.7) of serotonin 

for 5HT1A contrasts with the low micromolar affinity (pKi = 

4.82) of adenosine for AA2BR [14]. Interestingly, the natural 

affinities between these two endogenous ligands and their 
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respective native proteins compare well with some of the 

designed affinities for the drugs having those native proteins 

as primary targets (vide supra). These observations prompted 

us to investigate whether there is a general trend across drug 

targets relating the pharmacology of drugs and human 

endogenous ligands. In addition, we examined also whether 

the same holds true for the catalytic activities of human 

endogenous substrates and drugs for their respective enzyme 

targets. 

 

The results obtained are consistent with the majority of 

drugs having in vitro affinities for their primary target(s) above 

those of the corresponding metabolite/substrate-target 

interaction. The implications for secondary pharmacology and 

off-target safety margins derived from it are discussed [15]. In 

particular, the case of drug-induced valvular heart disease 

when the small molecule drug is an agonist of the serotonin 

5HT2B receptor is analysed in detail. 

 

 

Primary pharmacology of drugs and endogenous 
ligands 
 

In vitro binding affinities for drug-target interactions linked to 

the mechanism of action of the drug were retrieved from the 

DrugCentral repository [7]. The list of unique human primary 

targets involved in those interactions was then used to 
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interrogate the Guide to Pharmacology database (GtoPdb) to 

identify the native endogenous ligand (metabolite) of each one 

of them and extract the maximum affinity value reported [14]. 

For the sake of comparison, drug-target-metabolite triad 

associations were only accepted if they had been measured 

using the same units for the binding affinity (pKi or pKd) or, in 

its absence, for the potency (pIC50 or pEC50). Although 

measurements of IC50 and EC50 values are assay specific, it 

has been shown that independent IC50 data show similar 

dispersions to Ki data in ChEMBL [16]. After careful curation, a 

total of 442 drug-target-metabolite triads were compiled, 

involving 293 drugs, 79 targets, and 43 endogenous ligands 

(Supplementary Table 1). The vast majority of triads (90%) 

involve Ki binding affinities. 

 

The 442 pairs of drug and metabolite affinities for the 

same protein are plotted in Figure 1. On average, drug affinities 

are found to be over 20-fold higher than the corresponding 

metabolite affinities, with median negative logarithm affinities 

of 8.52 and 7.20, respectively. If there was a perfect correlation 

between drug and metabolite affinities, data points would 

follow the diagonal solid line. If the affinities of the endogenous 

metabolites were stronger than the corresponding drug 

affinities, data points would be expected to gather below the 

diagonal line, in the lower triangle region. However, the density 

plot derived from the data distribution reveals a clear 

accumulation of points above the diagonal line, in the upper 
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triangle region. Indeed, 67% of the 442 drug affinities for their 

primary target(s) are higher than the corresponding metabolite-

target interactions (solid gray line in Figure 1). This percentage 

Figure 1 | Density plot of the 442 drug-target-metabolite triads. Drug 
affinities for their primary target(s) are plotted against the 
corresponding endogenous metabolite affinities. A kernel density 
estimation is shaded in blue tones, darkest blue corresponding to 
highest density regions. Solid and dashed lines correspond to drug 
affinities being, respectively, equal to and two orders of magnitude 
lower than the corresponding metabolite affinities for the same 
protein. Also included are the distributions of drug affinities (left) and 
metabolite affinities (top) with median negative logarithm values of 
8.52 and 7.20, respectively. The position and name of the four outlier 
drugs discussed in the text are also indicated. 
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increases to 85% and 96% when considering drug affinities 

one order and two orders of magnitude (dashed gray line in 

Figure 1) below metabolite affinities, respectively. 

 

Only 4% of drug affinities for primary target(s) are found 

to be over 100-fold lower than the corresponding metabolite 

affinities (Supplementary Table 2). A close examination of 

these 19 drug-target interactions suggests that the assignment 

of the interacting protein as primary target of the drug could 

benefit from a careful revision. For example, oxymorphone is a 

semi-synthetic opioid analgesic that has all three μ, δ, and κ 

opioid receptors assigned as mechanism of action targets with 

binding affinities (pKi) of 9.44, 7.30, and 6.83, respectively [7]. 

However, oxymorphone’s affinity for the κ opioid receptor is 

almost four orders of magnitude lower than the affinity for 

dynorphin A (pKi = 10.80), its native endogenous metabolite. 

This may suggest that the analgesic effect of oxymorphone is 

unlikely to be conducted through the activation of the κ opioid 

receptor but mainly due to its action on the µ opioid receptor, 

as some literature suggests [17-19]. Another drug found to be 

an outlier is tramadol, believed to exert its analgesic function 

via the µ opioid receptor. Yet, its binding affinity (pKi = 5.8) is 

almost over three orders of magnitude lower than the affinity of 

the corresponding endogenous ligand, dynorphin B (pKi = 8.5), 

suggesting that its therapeutic action is unlikely to be due 

solely to its interaction with the µ opioid receptor. Indeed, 

tramadol is not a singular opioid drug, but an analgesic with 
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several contributing components coming from its rich 

polypharmacology for the sodium-dependent serotonin, 

noradrenaline, and dopamine transporters, among others [7]. 

Interestingly, some studies have suggested that the tramadol-

induced analgesic effect could be produced, at least in part, by 

one of its metabolites, which binds with higher affinity to the μ 

opioid receptor (pKi = 6.82) well within two orders of magnitude 

from that of the native endogenous metabolite [20]. Along the 

same lines, the assignment of the prostaglandin F2-alpha 

(PGF2a) receptor as the mechanism of action target of 

bimatoprost, a prostaglandin analog used in the treatment of 

glaucoma and ocular hypertension, is open to debate. The 

affinity of bimatoprost for that receptor (pKi = 5.30) is over three 

orders magnitude lower than the affinity reported for the 

PGF2a endogenous ligand (pKi = 8.5), suggesting that the 

PGF2a receptor may not be the primary target responsible for 

the therapeutic effect of bimatoprost. Along these lines, some 

studies have reported no meaningful activity of bimatoprost for 

the prostaglandin receptors and proposed a novel prostamide-

sensitive receptor as the likely primary and functional target for 

bimatoprost [21-23]. Similarly, the primary targets assigned to 

methoxamine are the a1A, a1B and a1D adrenergic receptors 

with affinities of 5.1, 4.0 and 4.9, respectively [7]. Yet, the 

binding affinity of this drug for a1B is two and a half orders of 

magnitude lower than the affinity of (-)-noradrenaline (pKi = 

6.5), the native endogenous ligand, suggesting that the a1B 
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adrenoceptor is unlikely to play a major role in the mechanism 

of action of methoxamine [24].  

 

Analysis of the functional action of the drugs on each 

target allows for deconvoluting the 442 drug-target interactions 

depicted in Figure 1 into two sets of 160 and 260 interactions 

that involve drugs acting as agonists and antagonists on their 

targets, respectively (Figure 2). The 160 drug agonist 

interactions (Figure 2a) involve 109 drugs, 63 targets and 37 

endogenous ligands, whereas 181 drugs, 42 targets and 22 

endogenous ligands define the 260 interactions from drug 

antagonists (Figure 2b). The remaining 22 interactions 

correspond to drugs being annotated as partial agonists (14) 

or inverse agonists (8). Interestingly, there are six cases in 

which the same drug acts as an agonist and an antagonist on 

different targets. This is the case, for example, of agomelatine, 

a high affinity agonist of melatonin MT1 and MT2 receptors but 

an antagonist on the serotonin 5HT2C receptor [25], and of 

flibanserin, a serotonin 5HT1A agonist and 5HT2A antagonist 

[26]. 

 

The shape of the density plot derived from the 160 

interactions involving drug agonists (Figure 2a) follows the 

diagonal line. Compared with Figure 1, not even half (45%) of 

the 160 drug agonist affinities for their primary target(s) are 

higher than the corresponding metabolite-target interactions 

(solid gray line in Figure 2a), although this percentage 
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increases up to 91% if a drug-metabolite affinity window of 

minus two orders of magnitude is considered (dashed gray line 

in Figure 2a). This is a reflection of the fact that drug agonists 

and endogenous ligands tend to have rather similar affinities 

for their common protein targets across the full range of affinity 

values. In contrast, the 260 interactions from drug antagonists 

appear very much concentrated well above the diagonal line, 

with a clear shift towards targets with low affinity endogenous 

ligands when compared to drug agonists. In this case, over 

three quarters (79%) of the 260 drug antagonist affinities for 

their mechanism of action target(s) have already higher affinity 

values than the corresponding metabolite-target interactions 

(solid gray line in Figure 2b), with 98% of them fitting within a 

range of two orders of magnitude below the endogenous ligand 

affinities (dashed gray line in Figure 2b). In fact, almost two 

thirds of the antagonist drug-target interactions (61.5%) have 

affinity values one order of magnitude above the metabolite 

baseline compared with only one sixth of the agonist drug-

target interactions (16.5%). Based on data currently available, 

this suggests that drug antagonists tend to require higher 

affinities than the endogenous ligands binding to the same 

target. One possible explanation for this clear difference could 

be that agonist drugs do not need to have much stronger 

affinities than endogenous ligands because they essentially 

seek to mimic their behaviour to persistently activate the 

receptor. In contrast, antagonist drugs do need higher affinities 
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to completely block the action of endogenous ligands when 

released.  

Comparing primary pharmacology across drug 
targets 
 

A target-centered analysis of the set of 442 interactions 

provides another perspective of how drug affinities compare 

Figure 2 | Density plots of the 160/260 drug agonist/antagonist-
target-metabolite triads. Affinities values of drug agonists (a) and 
antagonists (b) for their primary target(s) are plotted against the 
corresponding endogenous metabolite affinities. A kernel density 
estimation is shaded in blue tones, darkest blue corresponding to 
highest density regions. Values on the top-right side of each graph 
reflect the percentage of drug-target interactions having affinity 
values equal to (solid line), one order and two orders (dashed line) 
of magnitude more potent than the corresponding metabolite 
affinities for the same protein. 
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with endogenous ligand affinities across 79 proteins, 70 G 

protein-coupled receptors and 9 nuclear hormone receptors. 

The height of each column in the circular plot of Figure 3 

reflects the affinity between a drug target and its main 

endogenous ligand. As can be observed, there are some clear 

differences between the endogenous metabolite affinities 

across protein families. Even within a particular family, subtle 

variations exist. For example, the endogenous ligands of 

serotonin, opioid, somatostatin, vasopressin and melatonin 

receptor families show in vitro binding affinities in the 

nanomolar range. In contrast, micromolar affinities seem to be 

sufficient for the endogenous ligands of acetylcholine 

(muscarinic), dopamine and adenosine receptor families. It 

seems thus clear that different proteins have evolved to 

interact with their native metabolites at different levels of affinity 

which may in turn translate into different lower-bound affinity 

criteria for any potential drug targeting them.  

 

As illustrated in Figure 3, the endogenous ligand affinity 

for each protein sets a baseline above which drug affinities 

may spread. In principle, the lower the affinity baseline, the 

wider the affinity window allowed for drugs to optimise other 

pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic parameters. This is 

well reflected by the drug affinity distributions for targets having 

different endogenous ligand affinities. For example, serotonin 

and 17ß-estradiol have both in vitro binding affinities well into 

the subnanomolar range for 5HT1A (pKi = 9.7) and the 
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estrogen receptor alpha (ESR1; pKi = 9.8), respectively. 

Among the set of 442 interactions, there are 6 drugs that have 

5HT1A as primary target and their pKi values vary between 7.8 

(right within the 100-fold difference from the serotonin affinity 

for 5HT1A) and 9.9. There are also 6 drugs having ESR1 

assigned as mechanism of action target and, most 

interestingly, their affinities cover a similar range of pKi values 

between 7.5 (close to the 100-fold difference from the 17�-

estradiol affinity for ESR1) and 9.7. In contrast, the affinity of 

serotonin for the serotonin receptor 2A (5HT2A) is 

approximately one order of magnitude lower than that for 

5HT1A (pKi = 8.4). This is translated in a distribution of pKi 

values for the 28 drugs having 5HT2A as primary target 

ranging from 6.5 (within two orders of magnitude from the 

serotonin affinity for 5HT2A) to 9.9. Comparably, the case of 

dopamine for the dopamine D2 receptor (DRD2) sets a 

relatively lower metabolite affinity baseline for this protein (pKi 

= 7.2). There is a total of 46 drugs having DRD2 as primary 

target covering a wide affinity window of pKi values between 

5.4 (within the 100-fold difference from the dopamine affinity 

for DRD2) and 10.2. Finally, (-)-noradrenaline has micromolar 

affinity (pKi = 6.0) for the ß1 adrenergic receptor (ADRB1). The 

pKi values of the 25 drugs that were found to have ADRB1 as 

primary target range from 5.0 (just 10-fold below the (-)-

noradrenaline affinity for ADRB1) to 9.5.  
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Figure 3 | Target-centered analysis of the 442 drug-receptor-
metabolite triads. Each one of the 79 drug targets, 70 G protein-
coupled receptors and 9 nuclear hormone receptors, is represented 
by a column in this circular plot. The height of the column reflects the 
affinity between a drug target and its main endogenous ligand. The 
tip of each column, in lighter color, marks the two order of magnitude 
window below the affinity of the endogenous metabolite. Drug 
affinities for their primary target(s) are displayed as circles, filled or 
open depending on its functional action. The solid black line crossing 
all columns serves as the 10 μM reference affinity level for all drug 
and endogenous metabolite affinities. 
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Figure 4 illustrates these trends for the set of 26 targets 

for which pKi data is available for more than 3 drugs 

(Supplementary Table 1). It is shown that there is a directly 

proportional relationship (Pearson correlation coefficient = 

0.71; p-value = 4.52E-5; r2 = 0.51) between the affinity of an 

endogenous ligand and the minimum affinity of a drug for its 

primary target (Figure 4a). This suggests that the in vitro 

Figure 4 | Metabolite affinity as reference baseline for the 
primary pharmacology of drugs. Each circle represents one of the 
26 targets for which pKi data is available for more than 3 drugs. The 
size of the circle is proportional to the number of drugs associated 
with each target. Trends show that endogenous metabolite affinity is 
a) directly proportional to the minimum affinity of all drugs having the 
protein as primary target and b) inversely proportional to the range 
of drug affinities. Marked outliers (gray circles) are the muscarinic 
acetylcholine receptor M1 (ACM1), the κ opioid receptor (OPRK), the 
µ opioid receptor (OPRM) and the alpha-1B adrenergic receptor 
(ADRA1B). For OPRK, OPRM and ADRA1B their position after 
discarding oxymorphone, tramadol and methoxamine, respectively, 
are also included and indicated with an arrow from the original point. 
Dotted lines in both cases reflect the existent direct and inverse 
linear correlations, respectively. 
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binding affinity of the endogenous ligand for its native protein 

can be a good reference baseline for the objective primary 

pharmacology of drugs in preclinical research. It is shown also 

that there is an inversely proportional relationship (Pearson 

correlation coefficient = -0.64; p-value = 3.8E-4; r2 = 0.41) 

between endogenous ligand affinities and the range of drug 

affinities for a given target (Figure 4b). This reflects the fact 

that, for every target, the upper-bound drug affinities reach 

always subnanomolar potencies, whereas the acceptable 

lower-bound drug affinities decrease relative to the 

endogenous ligand affinity for the drug target.  

 

Nonetheless, some outliers from these trends are 

detected, namely, the muscarinic acetylcholine receptor M1 

(ACM1), the κ opioid receptor (OPRK), the µ opioid receptor 

(OPRM) and the a1B adrenergic receptor (ADA1B). Given the 

affinity of acetylcholine for ACM1 (pKi = 4.9) one would expect 

that, among the 12 drugs identified as having ACM1 as primary 

target, the minimum drug affinity would be close to the ten 

micromolar level. However, the minimum affinity for ACM1 

corresponds currently to diphenidol (pKi = 7.1). The existence 

of a highly conserved acetylcholine binding site among the five 

muscarinic receptor subtypes may explain higher than 

expected affinities in the search for selective ACM1 drugs. 

Those differences might also reflect the lack of completeness 

of pharmacological data [27]. Despite the fact they are not 
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represented in the data we analyzed, drugs having ACM1 as 

primary target and with pKi affinities around 4 might exist. In 

contrast, the case of OPRK is completely different. If one 

disregards oxymorphone (discussed above), the drug with 

minimum affinity is nalbuphine (pKi = 8.0) that places OPRK 

right where one would expect. Similarly, discarding the 

discussed cases of tramadol and methoxamine for OPRM and 

ADA1B, respectively, pushes also those targets up into or 

much closer to the grey zone that one would expect. 

Accordingly, removing ACM1 from the set and placing OPRK, 

Figure 5 | Endogenous metabolite affinity as reference baseline 
for the primary pharmacology of drugs. Each circle represents 
one of the 37 targets for which pKi data is available for more than 3 
drugs. The size of the circle is proportional to the number of drugs 
associated with each target. Newly incorporated targets respect to 
Figure 4 appear as circles with tick black borders. The same trends 
observed in Figure 4 hold true: the endogenous ligand affinity for a 
protein is a) directly proportional to the minimum affinity of the drug 
for that protein and b) inversely proportional to the range of drug 
affinities for that protein. Targets with outlier drugs discussed in the 
text and removed from the correlations are shown in gray and their 
corrected position indicated by an arrow. 
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OPRM, and ADA1B to the corresponding position after 

discarding oxymorphone, tramadol and methoxamine results 

in stronger correlations between endogenous ligand affinities 

and minimum drug affinities (Pearson correlation coefficient = 

0.87; p-value = 1.59E-8; r2 = 0.76), on one hand, and range of 

drug affinities (Pearson correlation coefficient = -0.79; p-value 

=3.28E-6; r2 = 0.62), on the other hand. 

 

 

Extended primary pharmacology of drugs and 
endogenous ligands 
 

To assemble the first set of 442 drug-receptor-metabolite triad 

associations from which trends between the affinities of drugs 

and endogenous ligands for the same target were derived, we 

relied exclusively on two public sources of highly curated data, 

namely, DrugCentral [7] for drug-target interactions and 

GtoPdb [14] for metabolite-target interactions. In order to 

assess the general validity of those trends beyond the set of 

pharmacological data from which they were derived, we 

collected a second set of 202 additional drug-receptor-

metabolite triad associations (Supplementary Table 3) with 

affinities for drug-target interactions available in DrugCentral 

[7], GtoPdb [14] and ChEMBL [28] and metabolite-target 

affinities available in GtoPdb [14] and ChEMBL [28]. By 

including new data sources, we mostly added new drug-target 

interactions for targets already present in the original set. 
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However, from the total number of 148 drugs, 57 targets and 

35 metabolites involved in those 202 new triads, 110 drugs, 9 

targets and 9 metabolites were not represented in the original 

set.  

 

The density plot of this extended set of 202 drug-

receptor-metabolite triads (Supplementary Figure 1) is similar 

to the distribution displayed in Figure 1, with 60% of drug 

affinities being higher than the affinities of the endogenous 

ligand for the same target, and 93% of them fitting within a 

range of two orders of magnitude. When these 202 new triads 

were added to the original 442 triads, the list of targets for 

which pKi data for more than 3 drugs was available increased 

from 26 to 37. Accordingly, Figure 5 represents an expanded 

version of Figure 4, in which the 11 new targets are marked as 

white circles with thick black borders. As can be observed in 

Figure 5a, besides the special cases of ADA1B, OPRM and 

OPRK (drawn as gray circles) already discussed in Figure 4, 

there are now some other targets inside the “forbidden” zone 

of minimum drug affinities two orders of magnitude below the 

endogenous metabolite affinities for the same target. One of 

them is the a1D adrenoceptor (ADA1D). After removal of 

methoxamine (one of the outlier drugs discussed above), its 

position moves up significantly. Other targets are the 

prostaglandin F2-alpha receptor (PF2R), which includes the 

outlier drug bimatoprost, and the androgen receptor (ANDR), 

which includes the minimum-affinity drug flutamide. Flutamide 
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is a nonsteroidal molecule acting as a selective antagonist of 

ANDR. However, its binding affinity to ANDR (pKi = 5.89) is 

almost four orders of magnitude lower than the affinity of 

dihydrotestosterone (pKi= 9.7), the native endogenous 

metabolite for ANDR. Interestingly, it has long been proved that 

the action of flutamide is conducted through one of its main 

metabolites, 2-hydroxyflutamide [29], that has a significantly 

higher binding affinity for ANDR (pKi=7.65) [28]. The removal 

of flutamide brings ANDR much closer to the region of 

accepted minimum drug affinity for this target. Another target 

marked as outlier in Figure 4, ACM1, now fits well within the 

expected region as a new drug, cevimeline, with a pKi of 4.9, 

was incorporated in the set. These observations emphasize 

the importance of data completeness in this type of analyses 

[27]. 

 

After repositioning of those target outliers in Figure 5a, 

endogenous ligand affinities for a given protein were found to 

be directly proportional to the currently known minimum 

affinities of drugs for that protein, with a similar correlation to 

that observed already in Figure 4 (Pearson correlation 

coefficient = 0.83; p-value = 5.49E-10; r2 = 0.68). On the other 

side, the inverse correlation between endogenous ligand 

affinities and the range of drug affinities for a given target 

(Figure 5b) is still found significant (Pearson correlation 

coefficient = -0.57; p-value = 3.01E-4; r2 = 0.32) but some of 

the new targets with just 3 representative drugs show drug 
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affinity ranges clearly below the expected values for their 

respective targets. As already mentioned above, it is worth 

noting that this type of analyses is especially sensitive to data 

completeness and the range of drug affinities are susceptible 

Figure 6 | Target-centered analysis of the 222 drug-enzyme-
substrate triads. Each of the 41 enzymes is represented by a 
column in this circular plot. In contrast to the receptor families, the 
height of the column reflects the two order of magnitude window, in 
lighter color, above the affinity of the endogenous substrate for its 
native enzyme. The darker height of each column marks the actual 
affinity of the endogenous substrate. Drug affinities for their primary 
target(s) are displayed as black circles. The solid black line crossing 
all columns serves as the 10 μM reference affinity level for all drug 
and substrate affinities. 
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to variations as new drugs are included. As can be observed, 

the majority of the targets located well below the correlation 

line are actually targets with a small number of drugs (3), 

whereas targets with more representative drugs cover the full 

range of drug affinities from the baseline set by the 

endogenous ligand affinity up to nanomolar potencies.  

 

 

Extended primary pharmacology of drugs and 
endogenous substrates 
 

In order to assess the validity of trends observed for receptors 

on other protein families, we compiled a second external 

biochemistry dataset of in vitro binding affinities of drugs and 

endogenous substrates for enzymes. Accordingly, drug-

enzyme interactions were retrieved from the DrugCentral 

repository [7]. The list of unique human enzymes involved in 

the mechanism of action of drugs was then used to interrogate 

the BRaunschweig ENzyme DAtabase (BRENDA) [30] to 

identify the endogenous substrate for each enzyme target and 

to extract its corresponding maximum Michaelis constant 

value, KM = (k-1 + k2)/k1, being (k-1 + k2) the rate of breakdown 

and k1 the rate of product formation. For the sake of simplicity, 

we consider KM as an estimate of the dissociation constant for 

the enzyme/substrate complex when k2 << k-1 (thus KM ~ k-

1/k1). Under these conditions, KM can be directly compared to 

Ki values, i.e., with the dissociation constants of the 
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enzyme/inhibitor complex. To achieve effective inhibition, Ki 

values for competitive inhibitors would need to be much higher 

than KM values, on the negative log(molar) scale, in order to 

overcome the effect of accumulating substrate. This is not 

relevant for covalent inhibitors, which maintain effectiveness 

regardless of increasing substrate concentration, and for 

allosteric inhibitors, which bind to a non-canonical site and 

thus, do not compete with the endogenous substrate.  

 

A total of 222 drug-enzyme-substrate triad associations 

were collected, involving 164 approved drugs, 41 mechanism 

of action enzymes and 32 human endogenous substrates 

(Supplementary Table 4). The density plot of drug and 

endogenous substrate affinities for the same enzyme shows a 

clear accumulation of interactions above the diagonal solid line 

(Supplementary Figure 2). From a target-centered perspective, 

analogous to Figure 3 for receptors, Figure 6 allows for 

assessing how the 222 drug affinities compare with the 

corresponding endogenous substrate affinities across all 41 

enzymes. The darker tip of each column in the circular plot of 

Figure 6 reflects the affinity between the enzyme and its main 

endogenous substrate. Compared to earlier findings on drug-

receptor interactions, for which 96% of drug affinities for their 

primary targets are two orders of magnitude lower than the 

corresponding endogenous metabolite affinities, we found that 

88% of the drug-enzyme interactions have affinity values 

above the affinity of the natural substrate of the enzyme, with 
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78% and 60% of drug-enzyme affinities being at least one and 

two orders of magnitude higher than the corresponding 

substrate-enzyme affinities, respectively. This represents a 

two order of magnitude shift for drug-enzyme affinities relative 

to their endogenous substrates compared to drug-receptor 

affinities relative to their endogenous ligands.  

 

 

Impact on secondary pharmacology: the case of 
5HT2B 
 

The difference of two orders of magnitude below the 

endogenous ligand affinity for a drug affinity to be biologically 

relevant can have important implications beyond primary 

pharmacology. In this respect, there is currently ample 

evidence that drugs bind to multiple proteins [31]. This 

polypharmacology is of particular concern for drugs targeting 

G protein-coupled receptors [32], since it has been estimated 

that, on average, they may have biologically relevant binding 

affinities for up to ten members of this protein family [33]. Some 

of this secondary pharmacology may indeed be necessary for 

the efficacy of drugs addressing complex diseases [34] but 

binding to certain off-targets may lead to serious drug safety 

issues [35].  

 

One of these red-flag off-targets is the serotonin 

receptor 5HT2B. Small molecule drugs acting as 5HT2B 
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agonists have long been associated with valvular heart 

disease (VHD) [36] and most new drug submissions to 

regulatory agencies require now both binding and functional 

testing to assess 5HT2B agonist activity. In this respect, a 

recent report from a regulatory agency on the use of in vitro 

secondary pharmacology to assess the risk of VHD concluded 

that safety margins based on in vitro binding affinities (pKi), or 

those relative to serotonin, appear to be a better predictor for 

determining the risk of a 5HT2B agonist to produce VHD than 

measures involving the maximum therapeutic free plasma drug 

concentration in vivo [37]. Most interestingly, they observed 

that nonvalvulopathic 5HT2B agonist drugs have a pKi value 

over two orders of magnitude lower than that of serotonin [37]. 

Even though their analysis was limited to 9 drugs, the 

suggestion of a 100-fold difference in Ki values between the in 

vitro affinities of the endogenous ligand and the drug for the 

off-target agrees well with the trends observed in this work on 

the basis of 442 interactions for 293 drugs.  

 

To assess how the link between in vitro binding affinities 

of 5HT2B agonists and VHD would fit within the framework 

established in this work, we extended from 9 to 24 the set of 

5HT2B agonists with VHD information. Among them, 12 are 

known valvulopathic drugs [37-45], whereas the other 12 are 

assumed to be nonvalvulopathic since no bibliographic 

evidence of links to VHD was found at present. All binding (pKi) 

and VHD risk data for these 24 5HT2B agonist drugs are 
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provided as Supplementary Table 5. The distribution of in vitro 

binding affinities of the 24 5HT2B agonists is provided in Figure 

7, which is analogous to Figure 1 but centered solely on the 

serotonin affinity for 5HT2B (pKi = 8.4).  

 

As can be observed, there is a clear separation between 

valvulopathic (in red) and nonvalvulopathic (in green) drugs. Of 

the 12 valvulopathic drugs, 5 (42%) have pKi values equal to 

or larger than the serotonin affinity, 7 (58%) within an order of 

magnitude of the serotonin affinity, and 11 (92%) within two 

orders of magnitude of the serotonin affinity. Only one of them, 

dexfenfluramine, would have a pKi value clearly below this two-

order of magnitude window, although its racemic mixture, 

fenfluramine, would be right at the edge of it (pKi = 6.4). In fact, 

it was the case of fenfluramine that alerted almost 20 years ago 

that its more potent 5HT2B agonist metabolite, 

norfenfluramine, could be responsible for its associated risk to 

VHD [46,47]. Indeed, the binding affinity of norfenfluramine for 

5HT2B (pKi = 7.28) puts this drug metabolite well into the risk 

zone for VHD. In contrast, of the 12 nonvalvulopathic drugs, 7 

(58%) have pKi values below the two order of magnitude mark 

of the serotonin affinity. The five nonvalvulopathic drugs found 

within two orders of magnitude of the serotonin affinity are 

tretinoin, oxymetazoline, lorcaserin, 5-MEO-DMT and 

lysergide. Interestingly, clinical monitoring on the risk of VHD 

has been already recommended for lorcaserin [37].  
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Figure 7 | Distribution of binding affinities (pKi) for 24 5-HT2B 
agonists. The set includes 12 valvulopathic drugs (in red) and 12 
nonvalvulopathic drugs (in green). Drug affinities are aligned at the 
maximum binding affinity of serotonin for 5HT2B found in GtoPdb 
(8.4). For the sake of comparison, the corresponding serotonin 
affinities reported in ChEMBL [28] and PDSP [48] (vertical dashed 
lines) are 7.9 and 9.1. The diagonal grey area marks the region 
where drug affinities lie between the serotonin affinity (solid line) and 
the 100-fold window (dashed line). 
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Overall, our work confirms and strengthens the early 

recommendation that a 100-fold difference in Ki values 

between the serotonin and drug affinities for 5HT2B is a 

reasonable criteria to discriminate valvulopathic from 

nonvalvulopathic drugs [37]. This notwithstanding, one ought 

to consider the effects of data dispersion in binding affinities, 

which could alter, in one direction or another, the final call of a 

drug to produce VHD. As an example, we took as reference 

value in Figure 7 the maximum affinity of serotonin for 5HT2B 

reported in GtoPdb (pKi = 8.4). But the corresponding binding 

affinities found in other public sources may differ slightly. For 

example, the pKi values in ChEMBL and PDSP are 7.9 and 

9.1, respectively [28,48]. Considering these pKi values in Fig. 

7, the serotonin affinity in ChEMBL (pKi = 7.9) would move the 

entire drug affinity distribution leftwards, which would cause the 

nonvalvulopathic drugs isotretinoin and troglitazone to enter 

the gray zone. However, the serotonin affinity in PDSP (pKi = 

9.1) would move the entire drug affinity distribution rightwards, 

which would then cause that 10 out of the 12 nonvalvulopathic 

drugs would be safely placed below the two-order of magnitude 

window. Data robustness and dispersion is thus an important 

aspect to consider in this type of analyses.  
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Implications for initial assessments of safety 
margins 
 

Many drug safety events are caused by the interaction of drugs 

with their own primary targets (pT) or with secondary (off-

)targets (oT). To lower the chance for undesirable off-target 

effects, in vitro safety pharmacology profiling is now an integral 

part of preclinical drug discovery [3] and its utility for the early 

risk assessment of drug-induced safety events has been well 

recognized [36]. Normally, off-target safety margins are 

defined by dividing the concentration of the drug that is 

required for 50% off-target inhibition in vitro (IC50) by the 

maximum plasma concentration of the drug in vivo (Cmax) [49]. 

However, in vivo Cmax values are unlikely to be collected for 

large numbers of compounds at the early stages of a drug 

discovery project and, in addition, it was recently shown that, 

at least for the case of 5HT2B, safety margins based on in vitro 

binding affinities (Ki values), or those relative to the 

endogenous ligand, are better safety predictors than the use of 

in vivo Cmax values [36]. This prompted us to elaborate on this 

aspect based on the results presented above. 

 

Strategies to widen the off-target safety margins involve 

increasing the potency of the drug for the primary target and 

decreasing the drug’s potency for the off-target [49]. In this 

respect, the objective is usually to achieve a 30- to 100-fold 

selectivity between the affinities for the primary target, pKi(pT), 
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and the off-target, pKi(oT) [36,49]. But the outcomes presented 

above may change the perspective from which off-target safety 

margins have been traditionally regarded. The concept is 

illustrated in Figure 8a for two hypothetical drugs (labelled as 

1 and 2) representing two opposite case scenarios: on one 

hand, the affinity of drug 1 for its primary target (circle labelled 

Figure 8 | A new perspective on safety margins considering 
endogenous ligand affinities. a) Schematic diagram plotting 
endogenous metabolite affinities versus drug affinities for a set of 
four exemplary proteins: two primary targets (pT1 and pT2, 
represented by circles) and two off-targets (oT1 and oT2, represented 
by squares). Despite its 100-fold selectivity, drug 1 may be at risk of 
showing the safety issue linked to off-target oT1 (orange square), 
whereas drug 2 may likely be safe, even though its affinity for off-
target oT2 (green square) is 10-fold higher than the affinitity for its 
primary target pT2. The diagonal grey area marks the region where 
drug affinities lie within two orders of magnitude (dashed line) below 
the endogenous ligand affinity (solid line); b) the same diagram 
plotting the cases of bromocriptine and troglitazone. Binding affinities 
(pKi) for their respective primary targets (DRD2 and PPARG) and the 
5HT2B off-target are plotted against the corresponding affinities for 
the endogenous ligands, namely, dopamine for DRD2, linoleic acid 
for PPARG, and serotonin for 5HT2B). See text for discussion. 
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as pT1) is 100-fold higher than the affinity for one of its off-

targets (orange square labelled as oT1), yet both values are 

above the affinities of the respective endogenous ligands for 

pT1 and oT1, and thus, both likely to be biologically relevant; on 

the other hand, the affinity of drug 2 for its primary target (circle 

labelled as pT2) is 10-fold lower than that for one of its off-

targets (green square labelled as oT2), and the latter is much 

lower than the affinity of the corresponding endogenous ligand 

for oT2, thus below the grey zone of potential safety risk 

associated with the oT2 interaction (see Figure 7). The result is 

that, in spite of its 100-fold selectivity, drug 1 may be at risk of 

producing the safety issue associated with affinity to oT1, 

whereas the lack of selectivity may not be an issue for drug 2 

to be safe of the adverse event linked to oT2. 

 

Among the list of 5HT2B agonist drugs discussed above 

(Figure 7), bromocriptine and troglitazone are case studies 

resembling the hypothetical examples of drugs 1 and 2 in 

Figure 8a. The corresponding safety diagram for these two 

drugs is presented in Figure 8b. The binding affinity (pKi) of 

serotonin for 5HT2B is 8.40 [28], which establishes the 

baseline against which drug affinities for 5HT2B would need to 

be evaluated. The affinity of bromocriptine for its primary target 

(DRD2), pKi(pT) = 9.70 [28], is over 100-fold higher than that 

for 5HT2B, pKi(oT) = 7.30 [28], yet its off-target affinity is just 

about 10-fold lower relative to the corresponding affinity for the 

endogenous ligand, placing this drug within the safety risk grey 
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zone. Bromocriptine exemplifies of the hypothetical drug 1 

case: despite ample pKi-based off-target safety margin, 

pKi(pT) – pKi(oT) = 2.40, the difference between the affinities 

of the endogenous ligand and the drug, pKi(serotonin) – 

pKi(bromocriptine) = 1.10, foreshadow its potential risk for 

valvular heart disease. In contrast, the affinity of troglitazone 

for its primary target (PPARG), pKi(pT) = (5.42,6.52) [28], does 

not differ much from that for 5HT2B, pKi(oT) = 6.08 [28], yet 

the latter value is over 100-fold lower than the corresponding 

affinity of serotonin, placing it well below the safety risk grey 

zone. Troglitazone embodies the hypothetical drug 2 case: 

despite poor selectivity compared to the off-target, pKi(pT) – 

pKi(oT) = (-0.66,+0.44), the difference between the affinities of 

the endogenous ligand and the drug, pKi(serotonin) – 

pKi(troglitazone) = 2.32, is a better predictor for its low risk in 

causing valvulopathy.  

 

Overall, these results would favor a Ki-based safety 

margin (SM) defined as the difference in off-target binding 

affinities between the endogenous metabolite (M), 𝑝𝐾!"(𝑜𝑇), 

and the drug (D), 𝑝𝐾!#(𝑜𝑇) (Eq. 1): 

 

𝑆𝑀 =	𝑝𝐾!"(𝑜𝑇) −	𝑝𝐾!#(𝑜𝑇) (1) 

 

in contrast to the traditional definition based on the difference 

in binding affinities of the drug between the target and the off-

target (Eq. 2): 
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𝑀 =	𝑝𝐾!#(𝑝𝑇) −	𝑝𝐾!#(𝑜𝑇)  (2) 

 

Values of SM > 2 would be recommended. 

 

 

Some practical limitations 
 

There are however some aspects of the present study that 

merit further consideration. As already highlighted above, there 

are limitations associated with data completeness and bias, 

always present in this type of analyses [27]. Among the set of 

293 drugs collected in our set, there are representatives of 11 

out of the 14 topmost levels of the Anatomical Therapeutic 

Chemical classification system of drugs [50] but almost 25% of 

the 442 interactions implicate drugs of the nervous system (N 

level). Also, even though there are 43 endogenous ligands 

assigned to those 442 interactions, a single one of them 

(serotonin) is involved in almost 15% of them. This very much 

reflects the fact that 70 of the 79 receptors for which affinities 

with the same units were found in public sources for both 

endogenous ligands and drugs are G protein-coupled 

receptors. A similar situation is encountered in the enzyme 

dataset in which a single molecule among the 32 endogenous 

substrates, arachidonate, is involved in 27% of the 222 

interactions. This data bias stresses our current limited 

knowledge on the pharmacology of the human endogenous 
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metabolome. In this respect, in order to compile a reference 

repository of metabolite affinity baselines, it is important to 

coordinate worldwide to identify the main endogenous ligands 

of human proteins, measure their in vitro binding affinities, and 

characterize their complete pharmacological profile across 

multiple protein family members, making all data publicly 

available to the research community.  

 

In addition, an underlying assumption of the entire 

analysis is that, for a fair comparison of affinity values, drugs 

and endogenous ligands interact with the same protein at the 

same binding site. For receptors, based on the well established 

similarity between drugs and metabolites [51-54], one could 

take this assumption for granted, as similar small molecules 

are expected to bind to similar protein sites, but the ultimate 

proof would come from structural data. For enzymes, this 

aspect should be less critical as most drugs and substrates are 

expected to bind at the same catalytic site. In all cases, 

orthosteric binding was assumed and the possibility of 

allosteric effects was not considered. 

 

Unfortunately, if consistent affinity data of both 

metabolites/substrates and drugs for the same protein was 

scarce, structural data of the complex between the protein with 

metabolites/substrates and drugs are rarer still. This 

notwithstanding, we searched the Protein Data Bank (PDB) 

[55] for entries of proteins that were co-crystallized with both 
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their endogenous metabolite/substrate and one of the drugs 

from our list. Two illustrative examples for G protein-coupled 

receptors were found, namely, the beta-2 adrenergic receptor 

(ADRB2) and the AA2AR. ADRB2 has been co-crystallized 

with its endogenous ligand, adrenaline (4ldo), and a drug 

antagonist, timolol (3d4s), whereas structures of AA2AR co-

crystallized with its endogenous ligand, adenosine (2ydo), and 

two drug antagonists, theophylline (5mzj) and caffeine (3rfm), 

were also identified. The backbone superposition of the 

binding cavity of AA2AR with the metabolite and two drugs is 

show in Figure 9a. For the enzyme dataset, protein structures 

co-crystallized with both the endogenous substrate and a drug 

were found for 10 out of the 222 drug-enzyme-substrate triads 

collected. In total, 43 PDB entries were identified, 38 of them 

involving carbonic anhydrase, three for 3-hydroxy-3-

methylglutaryl-coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) reductase and one for 

aldose reductase. The backbone superposition of the catalytic 

site of HMG-CoA reductase bound to its endogenous 

substrate, HMG-CoA (1dqn), and two drug inhibitors, 

atorvastatin (1hwk) and fluvastatin (1hwi) is illustrated in Figure 

9b. For both proteins, the alignment confirms that the 

endogenous metabolite/substrate and the drugs bind to the 

same site. Accordingly, along the same lines expressed above 

for pharmacological data, more efforts to resolve crystal 

structures of protein-metabolite/substrate/drug complexes for 

which in vitro affinity data is available would be an informative 

addition to a reference human endogenous ligand repository. 
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Finally, we ought to emphasize that there are multiple 

and complex components involved in both the biological action 

of endogenous ligands and the therapeutic effect of a drug. In 

particular, metabolite abundance (concentration of the 

endogenous ligand at the site of action) and drug exposure 

(concentration of the drug over time at the target tissue) are 

two of the major factors [49], the effect of which was not 

considered in our analyses. Metabolite abundance varies over 

time, cell type, tissue, and environmental conditions and 

Figure 9 | Pairs of metabolite/substrate and drugs binding at the 
same protein site. Backbone superpositions of a) the adenosine 2A 
receptor co-crystallized with its endogenous ligand, adenosine 
(2ydo, in white), and two drug antagonists, theophylline (5mzj, in 
yellow) and caffeine (3rfm, in orange), and b) the 3-hydroxy-3-
methylglutaryl coenzyme A (HMG-CoA) reductase enzyme co-
crystallized with its endogenous substrate, HMG-CoA (1dqn, in 
white), and two drug inhibitors, atorvastatin (1hwk, in yellow) and 
fluvastatin (1hwi, in orange). 
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depends largely on the individual endogenous ligand [56]. 

Likewise, drug exposure depends on multiple pharmacokinetic 

factors (such as half-life, distribution and clearance) that are 

affected by interindividual variations (such as body mass, 

metabolism, drug-drug interactions, co-morbidities and other 

environmental factors). Receptor occupancy, the on/off rate 

captured by kinetic constants, as well as considerations of 

high- and low-affinity states for receptors and co-existing 

catalytic efficiency states for enzymes were also not taken into 

account. It was not the aim of this work to model the complexity 

of the process but to highlight simple trends that were identified 

using in vitro binding affinities of drugs relative to those of 

endogenous ligands as a contributing factor to the in-vitro to 

in-vivo translatability. 

 

 

Concluding remarks 
 

Understanding why a specific drug needs a certain level of 

affinity for their primary protein target(s) to exert its therapeutic 

action is essential for drug discovery. Based on a curated 

collection of 442 interactions between 293 drugs, 79 receptors, 

and 43 endogenous ligands, this study demonstrates that the 

affinity of an endogenous ligand for its native receptor can be 

used as a reference baseline for the primary pharmacology of 

drugs. Our findings reveal that 67% of all drug-receptor 

interactions have affinity values above the corresponding 
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metabolite-receptor affinities and that up to 96% of those drug 

affinities have values within two orders of magnitude of 

metabolite affinities for the same protein. An analysis of the 

remaining 4% of drug-receptor interactions indicates that 

primary targets assigned to drugs with affinities below two 

orders of magnitude of metabolite affinities should be critically 

revised.  

 

The relationship between the affinity of both the drug 

and the endogenous ligand for the same protein target was 

further validated on an external set of 202 interactions between 

148 drugs, 57 receptors, and 35 endogenous ligands, which 

included 110 drugs, 9 receptors, and 9 metabolites that were 

not originally considered. The results confirmed the trends 

observed previously, with 60% of drug affinities being higher 

than the affinities of the endogenous ligand for the same target, 

and 93% of them fitting within a range of two orders of 

magnitude of the corresponding metabolite affinities. 

 

Furthermore, a second external set of 222 interactions 

involving 164 drugs, 41 enzymes and 32 endogenous 

substrates revealed that there is a two order of magnitude shift 

for drug-enzyme affinities relative to endogenous substrates 

compared to drug-receptor affinities relative to endogenous 

ligands, with 60% of enzyme drug inhibitors having affinity 

values over two orders of magnitudes higher than the 

corresponding substrate affinities. 
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Our findings that the human endogenous metabolome 

could serve as a pharmacology baseline for drug in vitro 

affinities on proteins was thus strengthened by the 

observations that endogenous ligand affinities for their native 

proteins are, on one hand, directly proportional to the minimum 

drug affinity among all drugs optimized for a given primary 

target and, on the other hand, inversely proportional to the 

range of drug affinities for each primary target.  

 

Besides the implications for the drug’s primary 

pharmacology, results obtained in this work highlight also the 

impact that in vitro endogenous ligand affinities can have on 

assessing the risk of safety events linked to the drug’s 

secondary pharmacology. As an illustrative example, the case 

of VHD related to long-term agonist action on the 5HT2B 

receptor was presented. Our results confirm that a difference 

of two orders of magnitude below the in vitro affinity of 

serotonin for 5HT2B successfully separates valvulopathic 

drugs from drugs devoid of risk to produce VHD, very much in 

agreement with the recommendation formulated recently by a 

regulatory agency [37]. 

 

The link between the in vitro binding of small molecules 

to certain disease-relevant proteins and its ultimate translation 

into an in vivo phenotypic outcome is one of the main pillars of 

drug discovery [57]. However, this in vitro to in vivo 
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extrapolation remains challenging, as differences in the activity 

of compounds in biochemical assays and in cellular, tissue or 

organism assays are common and difficult to understand in the 

context of a biological system where multiple factors intervene 

[58]. Our findings suggest that the endogenous metabolome is 

one of those factors. The fact that simple trends between 

metabolite affinities and the drug’s primary and secondary 

pharmacologies could be derived indicates that more research 

should be devoted to further understand the true reach of the 

impact of the human endogenous metabolome on the efficacy 

and safety of drugs. Up to 79% of drug clinical failures remain 

to be attributable to safety or efficacy reasons [59]. In this 

respect, the recommendations outlined in this work based on 

preclinical in vitro pharmacology data could provide additional 

metrics to assess the risk of clinical failure and contribute to 

reduce drug attrition. 

 

 

Data and Methods 
 

In vitro pharmacology of drugs and primary targets 
We explored public pharmacology databases in search for 

interactions of drugs with their primary targets where 

quantitative affinity data was available for both the interactions 

between the drug and the target and between the target and 

its main endogenous metabolite. Accordingly, drug-target 

interactions labeled as being involved in the mechanism of 
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action of the drug with defined activity values were retrieved 

from DrugCentral [7]. Of the 4,486 drugs available in 

DrugCentral (downloaded on May 2017), 1,862 had defined 

affinity values against a given target, 936 of them having at 

least one interaction against a human target labeled as being 

involved in the drug’s mechanism of action (primary targets of 

the drug). A total of 1,769 interactions were retrieved between 

those 936 drugs and 403 targets. In a second stage, two 

additional sources of affinity data were searched for 

quantitative affinities of drug-target interactions, namely 

GtoPdb [14] and ChEMBL [28]. GtoPdb contributed with 76 

additional interactions between 61 drugs and 40 proteins, 

whereas ChEMBL added 71 interactions between 47 drugs 

and 28 proteins. 

 

In vitro pharmacology of endogenous ligands and primary 
targets 
To include data on endogenous ligands, we searched first the 

Guide to Pharmacology database (GtoPdb) [14] for those 403 

drug targets identified in the previous step, retrieving all their 

interactions with ligands labelled as being the principal human 

endogenous ligand. In total, 179 interactions between 86 

metabolites and 95 proteins were extracted. GtoPdb collects 

the highest and lowest affinity values reported for each 

metabolite-protein interaction, which reflects the inherent 

variability of independent affinity measures, and provides the 

detail of the units used to measure binding. On average, pKi 
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affinity ranges extracted from GtoPdb spanned 1.0 log units, 

with a standard deviation of 0.59 log units. There are however 

some extreme cases, such as the affinity of dopamine for the 

dopamine D2 receptor, for which pKi values vary largely (4.7-

7.2). To partially alleviate the effects of data variability, the 

analysis was done using always the highest pKi affinity value 

reported in GtoPdb for each endogenous ligand. By taking the 

least favorable scenario when a range of affinities is provided, 

we aim at increasing the robustness of the analysis. Then, for 

each protein, the main endogenous metabolite with highest 

affinity was selected as the native metabolite. In a second 

stage, the ChEMBL database [28] was also searched for 

additional metabolite affinities on any of those 403 drug 

targets. An additional set of 121 interactions between 22 

metabolites and 34 proteins were extracted. 

  

In vitro pharmacology mapping of drugs and endogenous 
ligands 
To allow for affinity comparisons, drug-receptor-metabolite 

associations were made only when both drug and metabolite 

had a described affinity for the target with the same affinity unit 

(Ki, Kd, IC50 or EC50), taking the highest metabolite affinity 

available. We identified a total of 442 drug-receptor-metabolite 

triads involving 293 drugs, 79 proteins and 43 metabolites 

(Supplementary Table 1). Among them, 404 (90.4%) are pKi 

values. In a second stage, we collected an additional set of 202 

drug-receptor-metabolite triads involving 148 drugs, 57 targets 
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and 35 metabolites (Supplementary Table 3). Of them, 116 

(57.4%) are pKi values. 

 

In vitro binding affinities of 5HT2B agonists and risk of 
VHD 
A total of 153 drugs with affinity data for 5HT2B were identified 

in DrugCentral [7]. The PDSP Ki database [48] was then 

searched to complement with Ki data those interactions for 

which activities in other units (Kd, IC50 or EC50) were available 

in DrugCentral. Of them, 2 drugs were annotated as 5HT2B 

agonists in DrugCentral [7]. An additional list of 8 drugs could 

be found annotated as 5HT2B agonists in ChEMBL [28]. A 

manual literature search of the remaining drugs allowed to 

confirm 11 other drugs as 5HT2B agonists and provide 

evidence supporting or rejecting their associated risk to 

produce VHD. A final set of 21 drugs with pKi affinity values, 

confirmed agonist action to the 5HT2B receptor and evidence 

of VHD risk was collected [37-45]. Among them, 12 are 

recognised valvulopathic drugs. An additional set of 3 5HT2B 

agonist drugs for which pKi values were available but no 

information on VHD could be found was also included. The 

final list of 24 5HT2B agonist drugs considered in this study is 

provided in Supplementary Table 5. 
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Supplementary Materials  
 
Supplementary Figure 1: 
 

 
Supplementary Figure 1. Density plot for the 202 drug-
receptor-metabolite triads of the extended pharmacology 
dataset. 
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Supplementary Figure 2: 

Supplementary Figure 2. Density plot for the 222 drug-
enzyme-substrate triads of the extended biochemistry dataset. 
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Supplementary tables are enclosed in the next links except for 

the Supplementary Table 5 that is included in the next page: 

 

Supplementary Table 1: Original list of 442 drug-receptor-

metabolite triads, involving 293 drugs, 79 receptors, and 43 

endogenous metabolites. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kCFlb1bmaGXR_-wBbMcpw_saTyPhK6x_ 

 

Supplementary Table 2: List of the 19 drug affinities for 

primary receptor targets found to be over 100 fold less potent 

than the corresponding endogenous metabolite affinities. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1VRZMlOVtYqQUxRe6nnYw2KrHbS7Wte1S 

 

Supplementary Table 3: Extended list of 202 drug-receptor-

metabolite triads, involving 148 drugs, 57 receptors, and 35 

endogenous metabolites. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/19H1V0fVFXyhAxgPpbXWhVC7HKqIQAwdk 

 

Supplementary Table 4: Extended list of 222 drug-enzyme-

substrate triads, involving 164 drugs, 41 enzymes, and 32 

endogenous substrates. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1kdGPx21OZ6gC3fwxSP-o9WDRtZe7zhQO 
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Supplementary Table 5: 
 

Drug 
Drug 

activity 

Drug activity 

source 

5-HT 

affinity 

for           

5-HT2B 

Activity 

type 
VHD 

VHD 

references 

Methysergide 9,34 Drug Central 8,4 Ki Yes  1, 2 

Methylergometrine 9,10 Drug Central 8,4 Ki Yes  3 

Cabergoline 8,85 Drug Central 8,4 Ki Yes  3, 4 

Ergotamine 8,70 Drug Central 8,4 Ki Yes  2, 3 

Ergometrine 8,58 Drug Central 8,4 Ki Yes  3 

Dihydroergotamine 8,36 Drug Central 8,4 Ki Yes  3, 5 

Pergolide 7,85 PDSP 9,3 Ki Yes  2, 3 

Lysergide 7,52 Drug Central 8,4 Ki No  

Dihydroergocryptine 7,48 Drug Central 8,4 Ki Yes  

Bromocriptine 7,30 Drug Central 8,4 Ki Yes 4, 7 

Norfenfluramine 7,28 PDSP 9,3 Ki Yes  1, 2, 6 

5-MEO-DMT 7,28 Drug Central 8,4 Ki No  

Lorcaserin 6,83 Drug Central 8,4 Ki No 3 

Oxymetazoline 6,83 Drug Central 8,4 Ki No 2, 8, 9 

Tretinoin 6,64 Drug Central 8,4 Ki No  

Fenfluramine 6,40 Drug Central 8,4 Ki Yes 1, 2, 6 

Isotretinoin 6,27 Drug Central 8,4 Ki No  

Troglitazone 6,08 Drug Central 8,4 Ki No  

Guanfacine 5,87 Drug Central 8,4 Ki No 2, 8, 9 

Diethylstilbestrol 5,70 Drug Central 8,4 Ki No  

Ropinirole 5,42 Drug Central 8,4 Ki No 2, 3, 8 

Dexfenfluramine 5,38 Drug Central 8,4 Ki Yes 1, 6 

Estrone 5,06 Drug Central 8,4 Ki No  

Methamphetamine 5,00 Drug Central 8,4 Ki No  
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VHD references: 

1. Smith, S. A. et al. (2009) Role of serotoninergic pathways in drug-induced valvular heart 

disease and diagnostic features by echocardiography. J. Am. Soc. Echocardiogr. 22, 

10.1016/j.echo.2009.05.002. 

2. Hutcheson, J. D. et al. (2011) Serotonin receptors and heart valve disease—It was meant 

2B. Pharmacol. Ther. 132, 146–157. 

3. Papoian, T. et al. (2017) Utility of In Vitro Secondary Pharmacology Data to Assess Risk 

of Drug-induced Valvular Heart Disease in Humans: Regulatory considerations. Toxicol. 

Pathol. 45, 381–388.  

4. Boguszewski, C. L. et al. (2012) A comparison of cabergoline and bromocriptine on the 

risk of valvular heart disease in patients with prolactinomas. Pituitary 15, 44–49. 

5. Roth, B. L. (2007) Drugs and valvular heart disease. N. Engl. J. Med. 356, 6–9. 

6. I. verson, S. L. and Smith, D. A. Editors (2016) Metabolite safety in drug development. 

John Wiley & Sons. 

7. Tan, L. C. S. et al. (2009) Bromocriptine use and the risk of valvular heart disease. Mov. 

Disord. 24, 344–349. 

8. Elangbam, C.S. (2010) Drug-induced valvulopathy: an update. Toxicol Pathol. 38, 837–

848. 

9. Huang, X.-P. et al. (2009) Parallel functional activity profiling reveals valvulopathogens 

are potent 5-hydroxytryptamine(2B) receptor agonists: implications for drug safety 

assessment. Mol. Pharmacol. 76, 710–722. 

 

Supplementary Table 5. List of 24 5-HT2B agonist drugs 

included in the valvular heart disease analysis. 
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Abstract 
A better understanding of the pharmacological activity of drugs 

in a specific biological system would contribute to more 

effective and safer individualized drug treatments. The 

secondary pharmacology of drugs is directly related to their 

affinity to targets distinct from their intended therapeutic target. 

The present work explores the impact that the human 

endogenous metabolome has on drug polypharmacology. An 

analysis of 2845 interactions between 403 drugs and 169 

human targets shows that more than 20% of secondary targets 

have affinities below two orders of magnitude of the affinity of 

the native endogenous metabolite for that target. These drug-

target interactions can be considered as biologically non 

significant, as it is unlikely they produce any relevant effect in 

the organism. Accordingly, we propose a new approach to 

reevaluate drug bioactivity to better approximate the real drug 

polypharmacology landscape. 
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Introduction 
 

Drug safety is one of the main pillars of the pharmaceutical 

industry. Producing safe drugs without reducing their efficacy 

is one of the major challenges of drug discovery. A general 

strategy used in order to achieve this goal is to improve the on-

target selectivity maximizing the in vitro binding affinity for the 

therapeutic targets, expecting to minimize the secondary 

pharmacology of the drug at the same time. 

 

However, it is almost impossible for a drug to only 

interact with its therapeutic targets with no secondary 

pharmacology at all. The polypharmacology of drugs, referred 

to their capacity to interact with multiple targets, leads to a 

much more complex scenario.1 Estimating a more realistic 

drug polypharmacology map would be a significant step 

forward in associating drug effects to specific drug-target 

interactions. This knowledge would significantly improve drug 

treatments by anticipating drug adverse events or identifying 

new therapeutic targets for existing drugs.2,3 

 

 In the last decades, metabolomics has emerged as a 

promising discipline in the drug discovery process. It describes 

and quantifies all small molecules (endogenous or exogenous) 

involved in a biological system.4–6 Genetic and environmental 

alterations are traduced to metabolite adjustments as an 

ultimate response of the organism to changes.7 In 
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consequence, the metabolome reflects with precision the 

cellular and tissular behaviour, being the variations in 

metabolites level a good indicator of individual alterations.8 In 

fact, the use of metabolites as disease biomarkers is already 

being applied in order to anticipate the appearance of certain 

chronic diseases such as cancer or diabetes, allowing a more 

individualized medicine.9–11 

 

The evolutionary optimised affinity of endogenous 

ligands for their native proteins can serve as a baseline for the 

primary pharmacology of drugs. We demonstrated in a 

previous work that the safety risks of drugs arising from their 

secondary pharmacology depend on the affinities that 

endogenous ligands have for the proteins involved.12 

Accordingly, we suggested that the minimum level of affinity 

that is needed for a drug to be able to produce a significant 

effect by interacting with a specific protein is linked to the 

affinity of the endogenous ligand for this protein.12 

 

 The large-scale analysis presented in this work 

introduces a new approach for a more accurate estimation of 

drug polypharmacology based on the analysis of the 

endogenous human metabolome impact on drug-protein 

interactions. It also explores the potential use of this approach 

in precision medicine for the identification of therapeutic 

biomarkers. 
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Drugs pharmacology and endogenous ligands 
 

A list of 403 drugs was extracted from a previous work.12 The 

403 drugs in this list include all drugs for which a quantitative 

interaction with a target involved in its mechanism of action 

was available in DrugCentral.13 Additionally, all targets 

required to have an assigned principal endogenous metabolite 

with a known quantitative affinity value. This list was used to 

interrogate DrugCentral13, Chembl14 and Guide To 

Pharmacology (GtoPdb)15 databases in order to extract all 

available drug-target interactions in humans. The targets 

implicated in the mechanism of action of these drugs were 

extracted from the DrugCentral repository13. A total of 3641 

drug-protein interactions involving all 403 drugs and 406 

proteins was finally retrieved. The list of human targets 

involved in those interactions was used to interrogate the 

Guide to Pharmacology database (GtoPdb)15 to determine 

their native endogenous ligands and extract the maximum 

affinity value reported for their interaction. All drug-target-

metabolite triads were considered if both drug-target and 

target-metabolite interactions had been measured in the same 

activity units (Ki, Kd, IC50 or EC50). In order to complement 

the metabolite-target interaction list, we used Chembl 

database14 to search for metabolite-target affinities that are not 

found in GtoPdb with the same activity units than the drug-

target one. A total of 2845 drug-target-metabolite triads were 
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ultimately identified, involving 403 drugs, 169 human targets 

and 71 endogenous metabolites (Table S1 in the 

supplementary information). A total of 602 of these triads 

corresponded to a mechanism of action target (primary) for the 

drug and 2243 to a secondary target. 

 

For both primary and secondary drug pharmacology we 

inspected the number of drug-target interactions presenting an 

affinity at least two orders of magnitude below the 

corresponding metabolite affinity for the target. As suggested 

in previous studies, this 100-fold difference between the drug 

and the human endogenous metabolite could be used as a 

baseline in order to discriminate biologically non-relevant 

interactions from the ones that will produce a biological 

effect.12 In the whole set of 2845 drug-target-metabolite triads, 

we determined that a 16.73% of the interactions are, in fact, 

non-significant. This percentage decreases to 4.49% for drug-

target interactions involving primary targets, and increases to 

20.02% for secondary targets (Figure 1A). This clear difference 

in the number of non-relevant interactions between primary 

and secondary drug interactions can be attributed to the fact 

that drugs are carefully optimised to interact specifically with 

their primary targets,12 so the number of non-relevant 

interactions for primary pharmacology is expected to be 

insignificant compared with off-targets. The few cases of non-

relevant primary interactions could be attributed to prodrugs or 

to possible data errors. On the other hand, we classified a 20% 
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of the secondary interactions as non-relevant. Off-target 

interactions constitute the majority of drug-target interactions 

(78.84%) and consequently the main culprit for the 

polypharmacology of these drugs. According to our results, the 

impact of the endogenous metabolome is relevant on 

secondary targets rather than on primary pharmacology. 

Consequently, a more realistic estimation of the significant 

drug-target interaction space reduces the number of 

interactions with off-targets, thus reducing the candidates to 

produce the safety events reported for drugs. 

 

The Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) 

classification system was used to stratify drugs and analyze 

the impact of the non-relevant interactions in each one of these 

drug groups. Under this classification, a drug can actually be 

part of more than one group depending on the tissue they are 

intended to affect or their therapeutic properties. Of the 403 

drugs, 372 are classified in at least one ATC code. A total of 

12 drug groups of the ATC anatomical-level were considered: 

(A) Alimentary tract and metabolism system (number of drugs 

(d) = 43, % of non-relevant interactions (%n) = 19.05%), (B) 

Blood and blood forming organs (d=7, %n=28.13%), (C) 

Cardiovascular system (d=74, %n=16.47%), (D) 

Dermatological drugs (d=29, %n=17.86), (G) Genitourinary 

system and reproductive hormones (d=44, %n=24.95%), (H) 

Systemic hormonal preparations, excluding sex hormones and 

insulins (d=25, %n=28.75%), (L) Antineoplastic and 
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immunomodulating agents (d=18, %n=29.63%), (M) 

Musculoskeletal system (d=4, %n=14.29%), (N) Nervous 

system (d=102, %n=13.91%), (R) Respiratory system (d=71, 

%n=14.92%), (S) Sensory organs (d=39, %n=19.92%) and (V) 

Various ATC structures (d=7, %n=24.14%). The number of 

drug-target interactions involved in each one of the 12 drug 

classes aforementioned has been analyzed individually and 

presented in Figure 1B. As can be observed, a substantial 

number of drug-target interactions are annotated to the 

nervous system ATC anatomical-level, while some other 

groups like B, M or V have a really low number of interactions. 

The right panel of Figure 1B represents a comparison of the 

percentage of drug-target interactions in all ATC groups, 

allowing us to visualize the percentage of non-relevant 

interactions (plotted in black) among the different groups. So, 

although the percentage of non-relevant interactions changes 

depending on the ATC group, there are no significant 

variations between them, being the average of non-relevant 

interactions across all the groups of 16.73%. 

 

A finer grouping of drugs corresponding to the third level 

of the ATC system classification was also inspected. We only 

considered those groups with at least 20 drug-target 

interactions. Some variability can be observed over the 

different drug groups (Figure S1 in the supplementary 

information). We can recognize several groups presenting 

percentages of non-relevant interactions significantly higher 
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than the rest, like opioids (N02A, %n=42.42%), estrogens 

(G03C, %n=38.67%) or Hormones and related agents (L02A, 

%n=45.45%). The list of drug groups with the number of drug-

target interactions and the percentage of non-relevant 

interactions for each one of them is provided in Table S2 in the 

supplementary information. Some pharmacological drug 

classes seem to have more predisposition to be affected by 

metabolites, and consequently present a higher number of 

non-relevant interactions. However, some metabolite targets 

have been well-studied for decades while other groups of 

targets may not be so explored and thus, the lower 

metabolomic impact we observe on these groups could also 

reflect this lack of data completion. 

 

In order to better analyze the impact of the metabolome 

on different drug classes, we generated a tripartite network 

with drugs, targets and metabolites. Removing all non-relevant 

interactions from the network allows us to compare the full 

polypharmacology network of a certain group of drugs with the 

potential drug-protein interaction network considering the 

influence of the endogenous metabolome. The Cytoscape 

software platform16 was used to construct, format and visualize 

the interaction networks between drugs, metabolites, and 

proteins. 
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Figure 1: Drug-target distributions. A) Bar plots reflecting the total 
number of drug-target interactions and the number of interactions 
involving primary or secondary targets. The first bar plot shows the 
number of drug-target interactions without a known association of a 
human endogenous metabolite with this target (light gray), and the 
interactions with metabolite information, splitted between primary 
(dark gray) and the secondary (gray) targets. The second and third 
bar plots represent the primary and secondary drug-target 
interactions, divided between the biologically relevant and non-
relevant (black) interactions. B) Absolute and relative drug-target 
distribution over each one of the 12 drug groups of the ATC 
anatomical-level. The number of non-metabolite associated drug-
target interactions (light gray), biologically relevant (dark gray) and 
biologically non-relevant (black) interactions are represented in 
different colors in both bar plots. 
 

A 

B 
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Metabolomic impact on estrogens 

 

Estrogens (G03C) are used mostly in menopausal 

hormone therapy and hormonal birth control, but also for many 

other indications like cancer treatment or feminizing hormone 

therapy.17,18 The estrogen pharmacological group is formed by 

natural and semisynthetic estrogens (G03CA), synthetic 

estrogens (G03CB) and estrogens in combinations with other 

drugs (G03CC). Specifically, the 5 estrogen drugs under study 

are: Diethylstilbestrol (G03CB, G03CC, L02AA), estradiol 

(G03CA), estriol (G03CA, G03CC), estrone (G03CA) and 

ethinylestradiol (G03CA, L02AA). 

 

 The derived drug-target network is shown in Figure 2A 

and consists of 75 interactions between these five 

aforementioned drugs and 43 target proteins. The data 

regarding these interactions can be found in Table S3 in the 

supplementary information. The average number of target 

interactions per drug is 15.0, and the average of drug 

interactions per target is 1.74. The node size is proportional to 

the number of interactions in which the molecule participates. 

All five drugs are reported to exert their therapeutic effect 

through the same primary target, the estrogen receptor (solid 

edges in the network). Just 29 of the 75 drug-target interactions 

had drug affinity values at least two orders of magnitude below 

the metabolite affinity for the same target and are considered 

non-relevant (light-gray edges). These non-relevant drug-
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target interactions represent the 38.67% of the drug-target-

metabolite triads known. Figure 2B shows the same 

polypharmacology network without these 29 non-relevant 

interactions. As can be observed, not only the number of 

interactions has decreased, but the number of targets on the 

network is also lower. A total of 16 targets have been removed 

from the estrogen drugs polypharmacology network due to the 

absence of relevant interactions, representing 38.10% of the 

initial targets. So, the new estimated polypharmacology of 

estrogen drugs consists in 46 drug-target interactions between 

the five estrogen drugs and 24 targets. In this filtered 

polypharmacological network, the average number of target 

interactions per drug is 9.2 and the average of drug interactions 

per target is 0.85. This case exemplifies how comparing the 

affinity of endogenous ligands with the affinity of drugs can be 

a good method to reduce and narrow down drug 

polypharmacology by keeping only significant targets, which is 

key in drug safety risk evaluation.  

 
The metabolite-drug network (Supplementary Figure 

S2) is formed by a total of 34 interactions between these five 

drugs and 17 human endogenous metabolites. The average 

number of target interactions between drugs and metabolites 

is 2.11 and is represented by the size of the edges. The node 

size reproduces the number of interactions in which the 

molecule participates, reflecting its relevance inside the group. 

As can be observed in this network, the most relevant 

metabolite is 17B-estradiol, which is the principal endogenous  
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Figure 2: Full versus filtered polypharmacology of estrogen 
drugs (G03C). White nodes stand for drugs and gray nodes stand 
for human protein targets. Solid line edges correspond to primary/on-
target interactions and dashed lines to secondary/off-target 
interactions. A) Full drug-target interaction network. Light gray edges 
correspond to non-relevant interactions. B) Filtered drug-protein 
interaction network, where non-relevant interactions have been 
removed from the network. 

A 

B 
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metabolite of the estrogen receptor. The edge color reflects the 

percentage of non-relevant drug-target interactions in which 

this metabolite is participating (being black 100% and light gray 

0%), helping to identify metabolites with a key role in non-

relevant interactions. In this regard, cortisol (7 non-relevant 

interactions (n)=7, percentage of non-relevant interactions 

(%n)=100%) and serotonin (n=5, %n=100%) are the two 

metabolites with a greater impact in the estrogens group. Other 

metabolites like dynorphin B, dynorphin A, adrenaline, 

neurokinin A, lithocholic acid or vasopressin are also important 

in order to discriminate and clean non-relevant interactions. 

 

 

Metabolomic impact on opioid drugs 
 

Opioids (N02A) are one of the most used analgesics drug 

classes. Although some of them also have antitussive and 

antidiarrheal action (codeine and loperamide), their main 

indication is to treat severe pain.19 In this study we analyse 9 

opioid drugs: oxycodone, nalbuphine, buprenorphine, 

morphine, hydromorphone, fentanyl, butorphanol, tapentadol 

and buprenorphine. We found 31 different interactions 

between these 9 opioids and 8 human targets (Table S4 in 

supplementary information). The resulting drug-target network 

is plotted in Figure 3A. The average number of interactions per 

drug is 3.44 and the average of drugs per target is 3.875. As 

can be observed, the principal mechanism of action target 
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(solid edges in Fig. 3A) is conducted via the mu-type opioid 

receptor, being annotated as primary target for all the 9 studied 

opioids. However, the other two opioid receptors, delta and 

kappa, are also assigned as primary targets for some of the 

drugs in the group. 

 

When taking into account the metabolomic information, we 

determined that 12 of these drug-target interactions had 

affinities at least two orders of magnitude below the 

endogenous metabolite affinity for the same target (light-gray 

edge color in Fig. 3A). The new estimated opioid 

polypharmacology network is shown in Figure 3B and is 

formed by 19 interactions between the 9 aforementioned 

opioids and 6 human protein targets. There are two targets that 

are found biologically non-relevant regarding the 

polypharmacology of these 9 opioid drugs. The corrected 

average number of interactions per drug is 3.8 and the average 

of drug interactions per target is 3.17. Interestingly, we found a 

drug (tramadol) that apparently loses all its mechanism of 

action interactions. Tramadol is an analgesic drug and 

theoretically exerts its therapeutic function through the μ opioid 

receptor. However, previous studies have already suggested 

that its effect could be conducted by one of the products of its 

metabolism, which has a higher affinity for the μ opioid 

receptor. The interaction of the drug metabolite with the 

receptor would be considered significant, as its affinity is above 

the baseline of two log units.20 
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Figure 3: Full versus filtered polypharmacology of opioids 
drugs (N02A). White and gray nodes represent drugs and human 
protein targets, respectively. Solid line edges correspond to primary 
interactions and dashed lines to secondary interactions. A) Full drug-
target interaction network. Non-relevant interactions are plotted in 
light gray color .B) Potential drug-protein interaction network filtered 
based on the endogenous metabolome. Non-relevant interactions 
have been removed from the network. 
 

B 

A
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The metabolite-drug network can be found in Figure S3 in 

supplementary materials. A total of 31 interactions between 

these 9 opioids agents and 8 human endogenous metabolites 

are depicted in it. As can be seen, dynorphin B is the 

endogenous molecule participating in the largest number of 

target interactions as a principal endogenous metabolite, 

followed by dynorphin A and L-enkephalin. However the 

metabolites with a greatest impact over the opioids groups that 

help to determine the non-relevant interactions are dynorphin 

A (non-relevant interactions (n)=5, percentage of non-relevant 

interactions (%n)=71.43%, L-enkephalin (n=3, %n=42.86%) 

and nociceptin (n=2, %n=100%). 

 
 
Conclusions and Discussion 
 

The development of metabolomics is an important step 

forward in several scientific disciplines, including drug 

discovery. The determination and quantification of metabolites 

under specific conditions, such as genetic alterations, 

environmental factors (diet, pollution, smoking, age) or several 

diseases, can improve the understanding of drug effects in 

individual human bodies. This knowledge will allow us to create 

more effective and safer personalized drug treatments, as drug 

safety will be predicted in a more precise and personalized 

manner. However, metabolomics is still a young and relatively 

unexplored field. The real number of different human 

metabolites is still unknown to the present date, since a huge 
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part of them have still not been neither identified nor quantified 

nor target-profiled. Estimated approaches have reported 

ranges from 3,000 essential metabolites to approximations of 

20,000 unidentified metabolites that are not essential for 

growth and development but could be of significant importance 

for prognosis, diagnosis and for the identification of surrogate 

markers for different disease conditions as well as for a better 

understanding of applied translational systems biology.21,22 

Despite just considering a small portion of the human 

endogenous metabolome, the presented approach already 

reveals an inherent role of human endogenous metabolites in 

drugs bioactivity. 

 

This work explores the potential impact that the human 

endogenous metabolome has on drug pharmacology. Based 

on evidence, we propose a reference baseline to discriminate 

the interactions that will produce a biological effect from 

biologically non-relevant interactions. The cases of estrogen 

and opioids drugs reveal how some drug-target interactions 

are, in fact, non-relevant and not likely to cause any of the 

safety events associated with the administration of the drug. 

This reduction of the drug polypharmacology space allows us 

to better understand the real behaviour of drugs in biological 

systems and help to identify the main liabilities involved in the 

secondary pharmacology of drugs. The ultimate implication of 

the impact of the endogenous metabolome in drug 

polypharmacology is the implementation of a more 
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personalized medicine, where individualized treatments based 

on personal levels of endogenous metabolites are taken into 

account to minimize risk factors associated with drugs 
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Supplementary Materials  
 
Supplementary Figure 1: 

 
Supplementary Figure 1: Absolute and relative drug-target 
distribution over each one of the pharmacological drug 
subgroups corresponding to the third level of the ATC system 
classification. There are only represented these 
pharmacological groups with drugs participating in at least 20 
drug-target interactions. The number of non-metabolite 
associated drug-target interactions (light gray) and relevant 
(dark gray) and non relevant (black) drug-target-metabolite 
interactions are represented in different colors in both bar plots. 
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Supplementary Figure 2: 

 

 
 
Supplementary figure 2: Metabolite-drug network. It is 
formed by 34 interactions between 5 estrogen drugs and 17 
human endogenous metabolites. Drugs and metabolites are 
represented as white circles and grey hexagons, respectively. 
The size of all the nodes (both drugs and metabolites) 
represents the number of interactions in which the molecule 
participates. The size of the edges represents the number of 
target interactions that relate these drug and metabolite edges. 
The black (1) to white (0) scale of colors of the edges represent 
the % of non-relevant drug-target interactions where this 
specific metabolite participates. 
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Supplementary Figure 3: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Supplementary figure 3: Metabolite-drug network. It is 
formed by 31 interactions between 9 opioid drugs and 8 human 
endogenous metabolites. Drugs and metabolites are 
represented as white circles and grey hexagons, respectively. 
The size of all the nodes (both drugs and metabolites) 
represents the number of interactions in which the molecule 
participates. The size of the edges represents the number of 
target interactions that relate these drug and metabolite edges. 
The black (1) to white (0) scale of colors of the edges represent 
the % of non-relevant drug-target interactions where this 
specific metabolite participates. 
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Supplementary tables are enclosed in the next links: 

 

Supplementary Table 1: List of 2845 drug-target-metabolite 

triads involving 403 drugs, 169 human targets and 71 

endogenous metabolites. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1s7EEbgljcP6tTJtJJ0Z4ICBVoPJ8Htj5 

 
Supplementary Table 2:  

List of drug groups of the ATC pharmacological-level. The 

number of drug-target interactions and the percentage of non-

relevant interactions for each one of these drug groups is also 

provided. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/15WANigLEfoHeSz8kgBhRtJXYsPuAmfvD 

  
Supplementary Table 3: 
List of drug-target-metabolite interactions related with 

estrogens. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12NzGjKPf810IWJ8xJRINAVpM2NQsKUWp 

 

Supplementary Table 4: 
List of drug-target-metabolite interactions implicating opioid 

agents.  
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GX9cT5F90ItSmZ_9iwtCmNu6n4M2Bh0G 
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Abstract 
Natural compounds have been present in the environment of 

humans since their origin as a wide variety of chemical 

substances produced by other living organisms. Although 

some of them are known to produce therapeutic or toxic 

effects, the majority do not produce any effect in the human 

organism. Differently to drugs and endogenous metabolites, 

natural compounds have not been optimized neither by 

humans nor evolution to produce any biological effect by 

interacting with any human protein. It has been demonstrated 

in a previous work that the affinity needed by drugs to interact 

with their targets and produce an effect is related to the affinity 

of the human endogenous metabolites for those proteins. In 

the present work we demonstrate that in the same way as it 

happens with drugs, there is a relation between the affinity of 

the endogenous metabolites for their native proteins and the 

minimum affinity needed by natural compounds to interact with 

those proteins and produce a significant effect. 
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Introduction 
 
In the last 30 years, omics technologies, such as genomics, 

transcriptomics and proteomics have gained prominence and 

have become important players in many scientific disciplines.1 

However, the gene expression assembly line from DNA to RNA 

to proteins did not seem to reflect the entire complexity of 

biological systems.2 Therefore, metabolomics emerged in 

order to study small chemical compounds, known as 

metabolites, at a cellular, tissular and organismal level.2 These 

metabolites, including both endogenous and exogenous 

molecules, are collectively referred as the metabolome and 

constitute the substrates and products of all chemical reactions 

that take place in an organism.3 Accordingly, changes in the 

metabolome are the ultimate answer of an organism or 

biological system to environmental or genetic alterations.4 

Metabolomics represents a step forward towards a more 

holistic understanding of biological processes and its 

promising contributions to biomedical research and drug 

discovery have been coming out in the last years.5–7 

 

The environmental contribution not only to disease 

appearance, but also to the pharmacology and bioactivity of 

drugs or to the chronification of several conditions is widely 

recognized.8,9 For example, the ingestion of specific food 

compounds, traditional medical plants and other natural 

compounds have been associated in many occasions to 
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metabolite changes or even to several illnesses such as 

diabetes, obesity, cardiovascular diseases or cancer.10–14 

However, the majority of food compounds and natural products 

in our environment do not exert any effect in our organism, 

neither good nor bad. This is probably because these natural 

products are not biologically optimised to interact with human 

proteins to produce any effect. 

 

We demonstrated in a previous work that the 

evolutionary optimised affinity of endogenous ligands for their 

native proteins can serve as a baseline for the primary 

pharmacology of drugs.15 Moreover, we proposed that the 

minimum level of affinity that is needed for a drug to be able to 

modulate the activity of a specific protein is given by the 

optimised affinity of the native endogenous ligand for this 

protein. The presence of safety liabilities arising from the 

secondary pharmacology of drugs seems also to be clearly 

dependent on this metabolite affinity baseline.15 Furthermore 

we suggested that this baseline could serve to differentiate 

non-relevant interactions from those that will produce a 

biological effect. 

 

In the present work, we aimed to study the role of the 

human endogenous metabolome in the activity that natural 

compounds have in the human body. We introduce a new 

approach to better estimate the pharmacology of natural 

compounds based on the impact of the endogenous 
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metabolome. A comparison between drugs and natural 

compounds was done in order to contrast the different 

implications the endogenous metabolome has in both types of 

exogenous molecules. 

 

 

Natural compounds and endogenous ligands  
 

The FooDB database16 was used to obtain an accurate and 

comprehensive list of 14,186 food constituents. FooDB is the 

most complete resource and the reference database on 

chemical food constituents associated with an extremely rich 

metadata, including a complete collection of biochemical, 

compositional and physiological data.17 In parallel, we 

extended the list of natural compounds with 4,385 herbal 

compounds obtained through a meticulous and exhaustive 

research of literature. A manual curation of each one of these 

compounds was carried out to ensure its natural origin. In order 

to clearly differentiate between human endogenous 

metabolites and natural exogenous compounds, all molecules 

annotated in the Guide To Pharmacology (GtoPdb) database18 

as human endogenous metabolites were excluded from our 

list. The final list of natural compounds was used to interrogate 

ChEMBL19 and GtoPdb18 databases in order to extract all 

known interactions between these natural compounds and 

human targets. A total of 2,996 interactions involving 856 

molecules and 656 human protein targets were obtained. The 
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list of human proteins involved in those interactions was also 

used to extract from GtoPdb18 each of their native human 

endogenous ligands and extract their reported maximum 

affinity value. Only those compound-target-metabolite triads 

with both interactions measured with the same activity units 

(Ki, IC50 or EC50) were accepted. A total of 260 compound-

target-metabolite triads were identified, involving 96 natural 

compounds, 67 human targets and 38 endogenous 

metabolites. 86.21% of these triads involved Ki binding 

affinities while 10.34% of them involved IC50 affinities and just 

the 3.45% corresponded to EC50 values. As much as 124 of 

these 260 triads involved 25 natural compounds that are 

approved as drugs in at least one country. On the contrary, 136 

of these triads involved compounds that have never been 

approved as drugs. 

 

In order to differentiate and compare the set of natural 

compounds from the set of drugs, we just took into account the 

natural compounds that have never been approved as drugs. 

So, our final natural compound set included 136 compound-

target-metabolite triads involving 71 natural compounds, 47 

human proteins and 28 endogenous metabolites (Table S1 in 

the supplementary information). Noteworthy, 16 of these 71 

natural compounds are being investigated in different phases 

of clinical trials. 
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The 136 pairs of natural compounds and metabolite 

affinities for the same protein are plotted in Fig. 1, where the 

metabolite and the compound affinities for a specific target are 

represented in the x and y axis respectively. The median of 

natural compound affinities was over 30-fold lower than the 

corresponding metabolite affinities, with median negative 

logarithm affinities of 5.76 and 7.35, respectively. On a perfect 

correlation between compound and metabolite affinities, the 

data points would follow the solid black diagonal line. As can 

be observed, there is a clear tendency for natural products to 

present lower affinities for their targets than their principal 

native endogenous metabolites. In fact, this density plot 

reveals that most of the points (83.09%) are accumulated 

below the diagonal line (solid-grey line in Fig. 1), which 

corresponds to compound affinities for their targets being lower 

than the principal endogenous metabolite affinity for the same 

targets. Indeed, 44.12% of these compound affinities were 

even lower than the corresponding metabolite-target 

interactions minus two orders of magnitude. 

 

On the contrary, just for three of these 136 natural 

compounds (2.21%) the affinities to their targets were over 

100-fold higher than their corresponding metabolite affinities 

(dashed-gray top line in Fig. 1), increasing to 9 (6.62%) with a 

threshold at 10-fold. A close examination of these top 9 

interactions suggests that although they have not been clearly 

associated with any therapeutic use and no drugs have been 
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developed based on any of them, they are involved in 

biologically relevant interactions with human proteins.  

Figure 1: Density plot of the 136 compound-target-metabolite triads. 
The natural compound affinities for their target(s) are plotted against 
the corresponding endogenous metabolite affinities. A kernel 
density estimation is shaden in blue tones, darkest blue 
corresponding to highest density regions. Solid line corresponds to 
natural compound affinities being equal to the corresponding 
metabolite affinities for the same protein, while the two dashed lines 
correspond to the natural compound affinities being 2 orders of 
magnitude higher or lower than the corresponding metabolite 
affinities for the same protein, respectively. The distributions of 
natural compound affinities (left) and metabolite affinities (top) are 
included, with the median negative logarithm values. 
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For example, isocorypalmine is a mono-demetyhlated 

analog of tetrahydropalmatine and can be found (also with 

tetrahydropalmatine itself) in plants of the genus Corydalis, 

which include one of the most frequently used herbs to treat 

drug addiction in the traditional Chinese medicine.20,21 The 

administration of isocorypalmine in mouse models is linked to 

a reduction of the cocaine-induced locomotor hyperactivities, 

being this compound a promising agent for treatment of 

cocaine addiction.21,22 Isocorypalmine is annotated with 

binding affinities (pKi) of 8.28, 8.02, 7.43, 7.21 and 7.11 for the 

dopamine D1, D5, D3, D2 and D4 receptors respectively, being 

the difference between these interactions and the endogenous 

metabolite (dopamine) affinity for the same receptors of 2.68, 

1.42, 0.13, 0.01 and -0.49. On the contrary, 

tetrahydropalmatine presents binding affinities (pKi) of 6.73, 

6.52, 5.95 and 5.86 for Dopamine D1, D5, D2 and D3 receptors 

respectively, being its differential with the principal 

endogenous metabolite (dopamine) for each one of these 

targets of 1.13, -0.08, -1.25 and -1.44 orders of magnitude. 

These results suggest that the action of tetrahydropalmatine 

might be conducted mainly through the interaction with D1 and 

D5 receptors, but probably not through its interaction with D2 

and D3. On the other hand, isocorypalmine presents binding 

affinities for D3 and D2 receptors similar to dopamine, 

suggesting that this compound could also interact with these 

two receptors. Along these lines, some studies reported that, 
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in mouse models, isocorypalmine acts as a high-affinity partial 

agonist of D1 and D5 dopamine receptors and a moderate-

affinity antagonist of D2, D3 and D4 receptors, while 

tetrahydropalmatine just exert its actions through an activation 

of D1 and D5 dopamine receptors.21 

 

Similarly, stepholidine, which is an active ingredient of 

Stephania intermedia plant, seems to have a strong binding 

affinity (pKi) for dopamine D1 and D5 receptors (8.25 and 8.36, 

respectively). In fact, the stepholidine affinity for dopamine D1 

receptor is more than 2.5 orders of magnitude higher than the 

affinity of the principal endogenous metabolite for the same 

receptor, dopamine, while the difference for dopamine D5 

receptor is more than 1.5 orders of magnitude. At the same 

time, we also found stepholidine binding affinity information for 

dopamine D2, D3 and D4 receptors (6.94, 7.00, 5.43, 

respectively). For dopamine D2 and D3 receptors, these 

binding affinities seem to be similar to the affinity of dopamine 

for each one of these targets (differences of -0.26 and -0.30 

orders of magnitude). However, the affinity of stepholidine for 

dopamine D4 receptor is more than two orders of magnitude 

lower than the affinity of dopamine for the same target, 

suggesting that this natural compound is unlikely to conduct 

any effect through the activation of dopamine D4 receptor. A 

huge number of studies have been done regarding the possible 

role of stepholidine as a pan-dopamine receptor antagonist. It 

is proposed that stepholidine may possess dopamine D1-like 
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receptor (dopamine D1 and D5 receptors) agonistic and D2-

like receptor (D2, D3, D4) antagonistic properties.23–26 

However, our results may suggest that stepholidine may not be 

active on dopamine D4 receptor. The observed dopamine-

effect observed may be conducted through the activation of the 

other dopamine receptors, but not likely through the activation 

of dopamine D4 receptor, like some literature suggests.24 

Some studies in rodents proposed stepholidine as an 

attenuant of drug-induced reinforcement, making it a promising 

drug candidate to treat drug abuse.25,27–29  

 

Another example involves muscarine, a well-known 

natural compound that can be found in certain types of 

mushrooms, such as Clitocybe or Inocybe species.30 It is a 

parasympathomimetic substance that interacts with muscarinic 

acetylcholine receptors (actually giving the name to this group 

of acetylcholine receptors), causing a huge activation of the 

peripheral parasympathetic nervous system.30 In this regard, 

we found binding affinity values of 6.00, 7.04 and 6.01 for 

muscarinic acetylcholine receptors M1, M2 and M4, 

respectively. All of these interactions have higher binding 

affinities than their principal endogenous metabolite, 

acetylcholine. The well-known effect of muscarine through the 

activation of muscarinic receptors aligns perfectly with the 

proposed idea that the affinity of the endogenous metabolite 

for their native targets can be used to determine if an 

exogenous molecule is capable of interacting with these 
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targets and produce a significant effect beyond its binding 

affinity value alone. 

 

All these examples clearly indicate that these natural 

compounds, although not being used as drugs effectively 

produce an effect in the human organism. So, although lots of 

these natural compounds have activities at least two orders of 

magnitude lower than the metabolite affinity for the same target 

(biologically non-relevant interactions), several of these 

interactions seem to be biologically relevant and responsible 

for the effects that these compounds could produce. These 

results also validate the importance of taking into account the 

endogenous metabolome in order to assess whether a 

chemical compound has any biological effect through the 

interaction with a specific protein.15 

 

 

Drug vs. natural compound interactions 
 

In order to compare the impact of the human 

endogenous metabolites affinities between natural compounds 

and drugs, we retrieved a list of 403 drugs from a previous 

work.15 These 403 drugs represent all the DrugCentral drugs 

interacting with at least one human target which is involved in 

its mechanism of action and is also associated to a known 

principal endogenous metabolite according to GtoPDB18 or 

Chembl19 databases. To be able to fairly compare the 
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interactions of these drugs with the interactions of the set of 

natural compounds, only the maximum affinity value was taken 

into account for each natural compound interaction if several 

of them were available. Our final set was composed of 71 

different natural compounds.  

 

So, with these two sets we generated a density plot 

comparison, where drug affinities for their primary targets and 

natural compounds affinities for their maximum affinity targets 

are plotted against their corresponding endogenous metabolite 

affinity for the same target (Fig. 2). As can be observed, these 

two sets of compounds generate considerably different density 

estimations. Although the median of metabolite affinities 

between drugs and natural compounds is almost the same 

(7.25 and 7.52, respectively) and both groups seem to follow a 

relatively similar distribution, the median of both drugs and 

natural compounds affinities are extremely different. The 

median of drug affinities was found to be over almost 3 orders 

of magnitude higher than the median for natural compounds 

with median negative logarithm affinities of 8.43 and 5.76, 

respectively. This result could have led us to conclude that the 

compounds that are known to produce a therapeutic effect just 

need a higher affinity than the other ones. However, we can 

observe how the tendencies of both density plots are also 

remarkably different. The drug density plot (red points in Fig. 

2) reveals that 67% of all drug-protein interactions have affinity 

values above the corresponding metabolite-protein affinities 
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and that up to 96% of those drug affinities have values within 

two orders of magnitude of metabolite affinities for the same 

protein (dashed line in Fig. 2). So, there is a trend for low drug 

Figure 2: Density plot comparison between drugs (red) and natural 
compounds (blue) affinities. Drug affinities for their primary target(s) 
and natural compounds affinities for all their maximum affinity targets 
are plotted against the corresponding endogenous metabolite 
affinities. A kernel density estimation is shaded in red and blue tones, 
darkest corresponding to highest density regions. The solid line 
corresponds to natural compound affinities being equal to the 
corresponding metabolite affinities for the same protein, while the 
two dashed lines correspond to the natural compound affinities being 
2 orders of magnitude higher or lower than the corresponding 
metabolite affinities for the same protein, respectively. Natural 
compound and drug (left) and metabolite (top) affinities distributions 
are included, with the median negative logarithm values, for both 
drug and natural compound groups in red and blue respectively. 
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affinities to correlate with low metabolite affinities and not with 

high ones, but with high drug affinities, the window of 

metabolite affinities is extremely much wider.15 However, 

natural compounds do not follow this trend. It seems that 

natural compounds present a variable distribution of affinity 

values over the wide distribution of metabolite affinities for the 

same target. Indeed, the span of compound affinities does not 

differ between high and low metabolite affinities. As opposed 

to drugs, natural compound density plot (blue points in Fig. 2) 

reveals that 82% of natural compounds affinities have a 

maximum affinity value below the corresponding metabolite-

target affinities and 48% of them have values below two orders 

of magnitude of the metabolite affinities for the same target.  

 

As previously mentioned, a total of 25 compounds from 

the curated list of natural compounds collected in this study 

were actually approved drugs (Fig. S1 in the supplementary 

material). Analyzing the affinities of the maximum affinity target 

of those natural compounds, we can observe an extremely 

similar density distribution than the one given by all the 403 

drugs. There is a trend for low such natural compounds 

affinities to correlate with low metabolite affinities and not with 

high ones. For high compounds affinities, the window of 

compound affinities is much wider, although the majority of 

compound affinities are correlated with high metabolite 

affinities too. There is a great correlation between these 

compounds and the metabolite affinities. So, for those natural 
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compounds that are expected to produce a therapeutic effect, 

their affinities for their maximum affinity targets are found to 

have an equal pattern to the entire set of drugs. 

 

 

Conclusions and Discussion 
 

Similarly to what happens with all drugs, natural compounds 

that produce specific known therapeutic effects through the 

interaction with a particular protein need to present a minimum 

level of affinity given by the optimised affinity of the 

endogenous ligand for this protein. However, the majority of 

natural compounds are not biologically optimised to produce 

any effect. As observed, almost half of these natural 

compounds have a maximum affinity interaction lower than the 

endogenous metabolite affinity for the same protein. Moreover 

a large number of them have an affinity value below the 

metabolite affinity minus two orders of magnitude. These 

results suggest that a considerable number of these 

interactions are non-relevant and, consequently, these 

compounds do not produce any effect on human bodies. 

 

Furthermore, several of the natural compounds never 

approved as drugs have at least one target with an affinity 

higher than the corresponding metabolite affinity minus two 

orders of magnitude. This indicates that a biological effect 

could be expected when these exogenous natural compounds 
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would be introduced in the human organism, as we expose in 

the previous examples. Even though these products are not 

developed or approved yet as drugs, they are part of our 

environment as food or toxic products. In fact, some of these 

compounds could have been optimized by their original 

species to be toxic to their depredators as a defensive method. 

Such is the case of muscarine. Some other natural compounds 

could present, as previously seen, possible therapeutic effects 

not yet exploited or investigated. 

 

In summary, the study of natural compounds can be a 

source of new chemical agents, either therapeutic or toxic, and 

the endogenous metabolome can contribute to better discern 

whether the interaction of a particular compound with a protein 

target is likely to produce an effect in the organism. 
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Supplementary Materials  
 
Supplementary Figure 1: 

 
Supplementary Figure 1: Density plot of the 25 drug-like 

natural compounds – target-metabolite triads. The natural 

compounds affinities for their target(s) are plotted against the 

corresponding endogenous metabolite affinities. A kernel 

density estimation is shaded in blue tones, darkest blue 

corresponding to highest density regions. Solid line 

corresponds to natural compound affinities being equal to the 
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corresponding metabolite affinities for the same protein, while 

the two dashed lines correspond to the natural compound 

affinities being 2 orders of magnitude higher or lower than the 

corresponding metabolite affinities for the same protein, 

respectively. The distributions of natural compound affinities 

(left) and metabolite affinities (top) are included, with the 

median negative logarithm values. 

 

 
Supplementary Table 1: 

136 natural compounds never approved as drugs. ‘drug’ 

column shows if a drug has been investigated to become a 

future drug (PD) or no (C). 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1wzvMfgxzd9Js_DSj3W8t2FqLBYtllraE 
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Abstract 
Sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) represents a major health issue 

in our society and it is not expected to decrease in a short- and 

medium-term future. To better understand the risk factors and 

mechanisms involved in SCA susceptibility is of great 

relevance to alleviate this burden. In this work, an analysis of 

spontaneous drug safety reports identified 12 drugs likely 

associated with SCA. An exhaustive analysis of each one of 

them was done to find known evidences of their potential 

causal relation with SCA. We further explored the 

pharmacology of these SCA-related drugs in order to 

understand which are the most common mechanisms of action 

involved in the appearance of this event. 
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Introduction 
 

Sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) is one of the main public health 

issues in Europe. The increase of the life expectancy during 

the last decades in all European countries has caused a 

considerable increment of SCA and it is expected to rise 

further. Nowadays, it is responsible for more than 50% of the 

cardiac deaths and approximately 20% of all natural deaths in 

Europe.1 SCA is understood as the sudden cessation of the 

heart’s ability to pump blood through the body and it is caused 

by acute myocardial infarction, cardiac arrhythmia and/or 

myocardial ischaemia, being the result of various interrelated 

causes.2 

 

In the past decades, a large number of studies have 

explored the possible risk and causative factors of SCA.3–6 

Although great improvements in new effective treatments, 

identification and prevention of sudden cardiac arrest have 

resulted in a significant mortality reduction, numbers are still 

incredibly high, being the average survival rate in the European 

countries of only 10%. Risk factors associated with SCA have 

different origins, including genetic polymorphisms, ambiental 

or lifestyle factors (such as alcoholism, obesity, fibrosis or 

smoking), or drug use. In fact, in most of the cases it is a 

collection of coexisting risk factors that leads to the SCA 

outcome. 
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Therefore, there is still room for improvement regarding 

the prevention and recognition of risk factors associated with 

SCA appearance at an individual level. A considerable number 

of studies have already revealed the relationship between the 

administration of specific drugs and a consequent SCA event, 

and tried to clarify the mechanism of action leading to this 

outcome.7–12 In fact, some drugs have been withdrawn from 

the market due to its association with sudden cardiac death. 

This is the case of sertindole, an atypical antipsychotic used in 

the treatment of schizophrenia that was withdrawn from the 

market in 1998 due to an increased risk of sudden cardiac 

death.13 Although this clear relation between drug 

administration and SCA, there is a large need to further deepen 

and expand this knowledge. The detection of drugs and their 

mechanisms of action related with SCA would have immediate 

therapeutic implications, allowing to design better and 

individualized treatments and, along with the detection of risk 

factors, to prevent the administration of some of these drugs to 

vulnerable individuals susceptible to SCA. 

 

In the present study, we aimed to obtain a consolidated 

and curated list of drugs linked to the SCA event. To do so, we 

analyzed postmarketing reports associated with SCA in order 

to extract significant signals related to its appearance. We 

analysed these drugs and explored their drug-target 

interactions in order to evaluate the possible mechanisms of 

action involved in the appearance and development of SCA. 
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Parallelly, with these consolidated and corroborated drugs, we 

studied which are the most commonly reported comorbidities 

alongside SCA.  

 

 

Drug-induced sudden cardiac arrest 
 

The FDA Adverse Event Reporting System (FAERS) is a public 

database that contains more than 15 million records of adverse 

drug cases reported during the last 50 years, between 1969 

and 2020, mostly in the United States. Each report contains 

information on the list of drugs the patient was taking at the 

time, alongside with the disease and safety effects suffered, as 

well as some personal characteristics (i.e. age, weight and 

gender). Similarly, VigiBase is the WHO database of individual 

case safety reports that contains more than 20 million records 

of adverse events since 1968. Disproportionality analyses of 

this type of repositories allow for identifying drugs potentially 

linked to specific side effects and for further analyzing the 

contextual factors associated with drug-induced events like 

SCA. 

 

The CLARITY platform14, developed by Chemotargets, 

was used to perform the present study. Initially, a 

standardization process is applied to both adverse event terms 

and drug names to be able to navigate through the terms in an 

appropriate way. To standardize adverse events, it uses 
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MedDRA, which is a dictionary of medical terms for regulatory 

activities developed by the International council for 

Harmonisation of Technical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals 

for Human Use (ICH) to promote the unification of regulatory 

terminologies. In consequence, adverse events are provided 

in a controlled vocabulary where entries are annotated with a 

unique medDRA code. In fact, several terms can be mapped 

to the same code, such as ‘sudden cardiac arrest’ and ‘cardiac 

arrest’, which are assigned to the same unique code and 

collapsed to the term ‘cardiac arrest’. So, the term that was 

used to extract SCA reports is ‘cardiac arrest’. 

 

A total of 130,252 reports linked with the term ‘cardiac 

arrest’ were extracted. The average age of the patients 

reported was 53.38 years and the average weight 74.58 kg. 

There is almost no gender bias in the reports, being 52.0% and 

48.0% the percentage of reports for men and women, 

respectively. A total of 2,502 drugs contained at least one 

report. In order to detect those reported drugs most related to 

SCA, we applied the following four statistical and 

disproportionality criteria. First of all, the frequency of drug-

safety event reports over the total number of reports 

mentioning the drug needed to be greater than 1%. In that 

situation, the specific drug-safety association was considered 

frequent. Secondly, we computed the Proportional Reporting 

Ratio (PRR), which is the ratio between the frequency of 

reports of a specific drug that are related to a specific adverse 
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event and the proportion of reports of that advent reported 

alongside all drugs. We determined a threshold of at least 2 in 

order to consider the drug-safety association as overreported. 

Then, we analysed the number of reports where the drug is 

annotated as primary or secondary suspects for the 

appearance of the safety event. The drug-safety event 

association was considered suspicious and taken into 

account, if there are at least 10 reports considering the drug to 

be the primary or secondary suspect for the safety event. 

Finally, the drug-safety association needed to be instantiated, 

which means that there is at least one report with just this 

specific drug and the safety event. If a drug-safety event 

association is frequent, overreported, suspicious and 

instantiated for at least three consecutive years, then we 

considered that association as consolidated. 

 

Applying these criteria to the whole set of drugs having 

at least one report linked to SCA left us with 16 drugs having 

SCA as a consolidated safety event. However, an exhaustive 

analysis of these 16 drugs revealed that four of them 

(alteplase, esmolol, nitric acid and reteplase) are in fact used 

in a cardiac arrest resuscitation context. Being SCA an actual 

indication of those drugs instead of an unwanted secondary 

effect, they were left out of the analysis. The final list of 12 

drugs associated with SCA is shown in Table 1. 
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We used the Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) 

classification system to stratify drugs and to analyze whether 

drugs related with SCA are most associated with some 

particular drug group. Under this classification, a drug may 

actually belong to more than one ATC group depending on the 

part of the organism they are intended to actuate and their 

therapeutic characteristics. A total of 6 drug groups of the ATC 

anatomical-level involving drugs related to SCA were found: 

(B) Blood and blood forming organs (d=1), (C) Cardiovascular 

system (d=4), (J) Antiinfectives for systemic use (d=1), (N) 

Nervous system (d=5), (S) Sensory organs (d=1) and (V) 

Various ATC structures (d=2). As can be observed, a 

predominant part of the SCA-related drugs are therapeutically 

relevant for the nervous (41%) and cardiovascular systems 

(33%). The specific ATC codes are provided in Table 1. An 

exhaustive analysis of these 12 drugs follows. 

 

The neurological drugs that we found are part of three 

different therapeutic ATC levels. We found an antiepileptic 

(fosphenytoin), three different psycholeptics, including two 

hypnotics or sedatives (midazolam and dexmedetomidine) and 

one antipsychotic (droperidol), and finally a local anesthetic 

(bupivacaine). Fosphenytoin is an anticonvulsant drug used in 

the acute treatment of convulsive status epilepticus and to 

decrease seizure activity by increasing efflux of sodium ions 

across cell membranes in the motor cortex. Fosphenytoin is a 

phenytoin prodrug which can be efficiently administered 
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intravenously to deliver phenytoin. It is reported to produce 

several critical side effects, including a range of cardiac 

complications.15 Some studies have directly related the 

administration of fosphenytoin to the induction of cardiac 

arrest.16,17 Droperidol is another one of the psycholeptics found 

to be related to SCA. It is an antipsychotic drug with sedative 

and antiemetic properties. It is an antagonist of dopamine 

receptors in the central nervous system and several reports 

suggest a strong association between the administration of 

Table 1: The list of 12 SCD-consolidated drugs and their ATC 
classification code.  
 

DRUG ATC CODE 

adenosine C01EB10, J05AB03, S01AD06 

aprotinin B02AB01 

bupivacaine N01BB01, N01BB10, N01BB51 

dexmedetomidine N05CM18 

diatrizoic acid V08AA01 

droperidol N05AD08 

encainide C01BC08 

fosphenytoin N03AB05 

midazolam N05CD08 

regadenoson C01EB2 

sugammadex V03AB35 

verapamil C08DA01,C08DA51 
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typical antipsychotic drugs, including droperidol, and an 

increased risk of sudden cardiac arrest.7,18,19 Midazolam is a 

benzodiazepine with sedative and anxiolytic properties. It is 

generally used as palliative care in dying patients. Midazolam 

administration has been associated with cardiac arrest and 

respiratory depression, particularly in elderly patients.20 In the 

same way, dexmedetomidine, an alpha-2-adrenoreceptor 

agonist with similar sedative, anxiolytic and analgesic 

properties than midazolam, has been also related with a 

significant elevated risk of SCA.20–22 The last neurological drug 

that we found  is bupivacaine. It is used as a local anesthetic 

in surgery operations. It blocks the generation of peripheral 

nerve impulses, preventing depolarization and minimizing the 

growth of the action potential. The causal relation between the 

bupivacaine administration and the cardiac arrest event is well 

and widely known. In fact, this drug is used to induce cardiac-

arrest in several animal models.23–25 

 

Four cardiovascular drugs were found to be strongly 

related to SCA: one is a selective calcium channel blocker with 

direct cardiac effects (verapamil) and the other three are 

cardiac drugs, one class Ic antiarrhythmic (encaine), and two 

other cardiac preparations (adenosine and regadenoson). 

Adenosine is an endogenous purine nucleoside, used to treat 

supraventricular tachycardia. In fact, it is among the most 

frequently used cardiac medications in the clinical practice of 

anesthesiology. It is a known potent vasodilator of coronary 
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and cerebral resistance vessels.26 This drug is used to produce 

an adenosine-induced cardiac arrest in patients with prior heart 

surgery or patients undergoing thoracic aorta endovascular 

repair.26,27 In fact, it was reported that the heartbeat stopped 

immediately for 18-58s just after a severe adenosine injection 

and the electroencephalogram power was reduced a 57%.26 

Regadenoson is an agonist of adenosine receptors that acts 

as a coronary vasodilator. It is a selective adenosine-2A 

receptor agonist and it is used to induce pharmacological 

stress in myocardial perfusion imaging procedures. It seems to 

produce less side-effects than the adenosine due to its higher 

selectivity.28 However the FDA released a safety 

announcement a few years ago advising of the serious risk of 

heart attack and death associated with regadenoson.29 

Encainide was a class Ic antiarrhythmic agent. It has been 

withdrawn from the market after it was associated with an 

excess mortality due to arrhythmia and shock after acute 

recurrent myocardial infarction.30 Several studies reported the 

relation between administration of encainide and the increased 

incidence of cardiac arrest.31,32 Finally, verapamil is a selective 

calcium channel blocker that is used in order to reduce the 

blood pressure and to control the supraventricular tachycardia. 

Several reports associated the administration and the 

overdose of verapamil with the cardiac arrest 

appearance.25,33,34 
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Figure 1: Interaction heatmap for the 10 drugs linked to cardiac 
arrest. Only targets with two known interactions or with a single 
strong interaction (> 1μM) are included. The complete list can 
be accessed at Supplementary Table S1. Each interaction is 
colored according to its quantitative affinity. Interactions with no 
quantitative affinity are labeled as “A” (active), while interactions 
involved in the mechanism of action of the drug are labeled as 
“M”. Both drugs and targets are sorted alphabetically. 
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Another drug found in this study strongly related with 

SCA is aprotinin. It is a proteinase inhibitor used as an 

antihemorrhagic agent. It is widely used in cardiac surgery in 

order to reduce the bleeding in operatory, post-operatory and 

general hospital stay. Several studies associated the 

administration of aprotinin with an increased risk of several 

outcome events such as myocardial infarction, renal failure or 

heart failure, converting this drug into a potential cause of 

cardiac arrest.35,36 

 

Finally, the last two SCA-related drugs that we present 

in this work are sugammadex and diatrizoic acid. 

Sugammadex is used in general anaesthesia as the first 

selective relaxant binding agent. It is a modified gamma-

cyclodextrin widely used as an antidote to reverse 

neuromuscular blockade caused by the administration of some 

neuromuscular-blocking agents such as rocuronium or 

vecuronium.37 Some case reports have been published 

relating the appearance of a cardiac arrest after the 

sugammadex administration in healthy patients.38,39 Finally, 

diatrizoic acid is a contrast agent used in medical imaging, 

specially as an x-ray contrast. Although some studies pointed 

that the administration of diatrizoic acid could be associated to 

pronounced effects in cardiac function and to an increased risk 

of some cardiac complications such as prolonged QT interval, 

no significant evidences has been reported relating the use of 

diatrizoic acid with the appearance of sudden cardiac 
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arrest.40,41 In consequence, we suggest an accurate 

reexamination of this drug. 

 

The meticulous review of these drugs confirmed their 

relation to SCA, thus supporting the methodology to retrieve 

meaningful signals from drug-reporting databases. 

 

 

Characterisation of the main mechanisms of action linked 
to drugs associated with SCA 

 

In order to further evaluate the drug-induced sudden cardiac 

arrest appearance and be able to explore its mechanisms of 

action, we extracted all the interactions of SCA-consolidated 

drugs obtained in the previous section with human targets. So, 

the list of 12 drugs was used to interrogate DrugCentral42, 

Chembl43 and Guide To Pharmacology (GtoPdb)44 databases 

to extract their known interactions with human targets. From 

the 12 aforementioned drugs, we were able to find at least one 

target for 10 of them. A total of 107 interactions involving 10 

drugs and 77 human targets were retrieved (Figure 1 and 

Table S1 from supplementary material). We did not find any 

interaction for two of the drugs (diatrizoic acid and 

sugammadex) in any of the databases used to extract the 

activity information. This is not surprising as neither of them 

produce their therapeutic effect by targeting a human protein. 

Sugammadex is used for the reversal of the neuromuscular 
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blockade induced by rocuronium and vecuronium (two usual 

anesthetic drugs) by forming complexes with them and 

reducing their concentration in the neuromuscular junction. 

Diatrizoic acid is a common contrast medium used in x-ray 

radiology. 

 

In order to discriminate between primary and secondary 

targets, we retrieved from DrugCentral42 all drug-target 

interactions labeled as being involved in the mechanism of 

action (MoA) of the drug. Consequently, all other interactions 

not labeled as MoA were classified as secondary targets. A 

total of 21 of the 107 found interactions were implicated in the 

MoA of the drug, involving 9 drugs and 20 targets. Although 

this valuable information truly helped in understanding our drug 

set, we did not discriminate between primary and secondary 

targets when assessing the possible implication of these 

targets on SCA appearance. 

 

We then ranked the obtained targets according to their 

number of drug interactions (Table S2 in supplementary 

material). The most representative target is the sodium 

voltage-gated channel protein type 5 subunit alpha (Nav1.5), 

which is associated with four drugs. This protein, encoded by 

the gene SCN5A, is a transmembrane protein found mainly in 

cardiac muscle and is responsible for the inbound sodium flux, 

inducing a depolarization and the consequent action 

potential.45,46 Several mutations of that gene have been 
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identified and associated with critical implications in the 

function of the channel, leading to a possible reduction of the 

sodium current.46,47 Several of these mutations are largely 

associated with the Brugada Syndrome, Lev-Lenègre disease, 

long QT interval, atrial fibrillation or the sick sinus 

syndrome.46,48–50 Moreover, rare variant mutations of this 

gene, which result in significantly shorter recovery times from 

inactivation, are related with a significant increase of sudden 

cardiac death cases.51 The reduction of sodium levels could 

also be induced by the action of a drug. Some studies found 

that the blockade of the cardiac sodium channel by non-cardiac 

blocking drugs (i.e. bupivacaine) may be directly related to an 

increase of SCA risk, especially if some genetic alterations 

such as a mutation in the SCN5A gene are already present.52,53 

 

Another channel was also found in the top most 

reported SCA-related proteins, the potassium voltage-gated 

channel subfamily H member 2 (KCNH2), encoded by the well-

known gene hERG. This protein is part of the ion channel that 

conducts potassium out of the cardiac muscle and plays an 

important role in the repolarization process and the 

maintenance of normal cardiac rhythm.54 In the same way as 

SCN5A, both hERG channel mutations or drug-blockade of 

hERG can be associated with several cardiac diseases such 

as an excessive prolongation of the QT interval, Torsades de 

Pointes, ventricular arrhythmias or sudden cardiac death.55–58 

Moreover, the administration of some drug groups, like 
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antipsychotics such as droperidol and verapamil has been 

associated with a significant increase of SCD risk by interacting 

with SCN5A.12,18,59 These results clearly show that the 

blockade of both the sodium channel protein type 5 subunit 

alpha and the hERG channel are relevant contributors to drug-

induced SCA.  

 

Among the remaining targets we also found the four 

subtypes of adenosine receptors (AA1R, A2AR, AA2BR and 

AA3R). Adenosine receptors are G protein-coupled receptors 

with an important role in cardiac regulation. It has been 

reported that adenosine receptors are a key player in the 

development of heart failure and other cardiac complications, 

deriving in a sudden cardiac death.60 More specifically, in a 

2011 study on the implications of the adenosine receptor in the 

phenotype of heart failure, the authors proposed that a balance 

between A1/A3 and A2A receptors is needed in order to 

maintain a normal cardiac homeostasis, suggesting that an 

imbalance of these receptors could lead to possible cardiac 

complications.60 

 

The list of targets also includes several alpha adrenergic 

receptors (ADA2A, ADA2B, ADA2C and ADA1D). Alpha 

adrenergic receptors are G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR) 

found in several parts of both peripheral and central neural 

systems. Although general functions have been described for 

the whole family of receptors, such as vasoconstriction or 
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smooth muscle contraction, each receptor has its particular 

functions. For example, alpha-1D adrenergic receptors are 

found mainly in epicardial coronary arteries mediating the 

coronary vasoconstriction.61 On the contrary, alpha-2 

adrenergic receptors, among other functions, participate in the 

inhibition norepinephrine release.62 Several studies have 

proposed that the blockade of alpha-1 adrenergic receptors is 

related to an increased risk of cardiac complications such as 

heart failure or cardiac death in patients with hypertension, 

suggesting that an activation of alpha 1 adrenergic receptors 

could produce a cardioprotective effect.63–65 However, we did 

not find evidences of the implication of alpha-2 receptors in 

cardiac arrest events. Our results suggest that the main 

mechanism of action implicated in SCA does not involve the 

alpha-2 adrenergic receptors but other of the already 

discussed targets linked to SCA. 

 

Almost all the drugs described in this paper have a 

known interaction with some of the mentioned targets. 

However, aprotinin does not have a known activity value for 

any of them. In fact, its only known activity is for the 

plasminogen receptor, suggesting there might be a lack of 

information in the consulted databases that does not allow a 

correct detection of all drug-target interactions implicated with 

this drug reported side effect. 
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Identification of risk factors for drug-induced sudden 
cardiac arrest 
 

We also analyzed in detail which are the safety-related 

events that are most linked with drug-induced SCA 

appearance. We based our study on the list of 12 drugs that 

have SCA as a consolidated safety event (positive set). In 

order to be able to compare this list of drugs with other non 

SCA-related drugs, we used CLARITY again to extract a list of 

drugs with no reports involving SCA. The top 45 most reported 

drugs with no reported SCA events were used as a negative 

set. These 45 drugs are reported associated with more than 

3,900 safety events, none of them being SCA. A complete list 

of these 45 drugs can be found in the Supplementary Table 

S3. 

 

For each drug in the positive and negative sets, we 

computed the frequencies of reports for which each safety 

event is reported alongside the drug. In the positive set, a total 

of 1,479 different safety events have been reported at least one 

time together with cardiac arrest and one of the 12 SCA-related 

drugs. A comparison analysis of the average frequencies of 

each safety event between the positive and the negative sets, 

is shown in Figure 2. The events most reported alongside SCA-

consolidate drugs are plotted in red, while the events more 

frequently reported for drugs of the negative set are shown in 

yellow. 
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As can be observed, the safety events most frequently 

associated with SCA are cardiotoxicity, hemotoxicity and 

pneumotoxicity endpoints. A specially strong signal is shown 

for bradycardia, hypotension and death. Both bradycardia and 

hypotension are two well-known comorbidities of cardiac 

arrest.66–68 Death is obviously a possible outcome of a sudden 

cardiac arrest. Although we found that death is present in just 

11% of the reports alongside cardiac arrest and one of the 

SCA-related drugs, the real frequency is likely much larger, as 

lots of reporters do not register death as a comorbidity but as 

an outcome. However, some terms unrelated to cardiotoxicity 

or pneumotoxicity such as seizure, coma, loss of 

Fig. 2: Comparison between safety event frequencies reported 
alongside SCA-related drugs and these events frequencies reported 
with non-related SCA drugs. The most reported events with SCA-
consolidated drugs are shown in red, while the ones most reported 
with non-related-SCA drugs are shown in yellow. Only the events 
with a higher frequency are labelled. 
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consciousness or renal failure are also more frequently related 

with SCA consolidated drugs than with drugs in the negative 

set. Considering that some of those drugs are non-cardiac 

agents, as detailed in the previous section, the appearance of 

safety terms not directly associated with cardiotoxicity is 

expected. On the other hand, events such as fatigue, pain or 

nausea are clearly more common in the negative set of drugs 

and seem to hold no relationship with cardiac arrest. Another 

group of dermatologic events like dermatitis, erythema, dry 

skin and pruritus also appear to be unrelated to drugs with risk 

of SCA. For two events with a similar frequency of reports 

together with SCA such as pain and myocardial infarction 

(around 3 and 4% in both cases), the latter is a more specific 

alert for SCA as its frequency in the set of negative drugs is 

much lower. In summary, events with a high frequency 

difference between the positive and the negative sets can be 

used as an alert signal for SCA, as drugs reported for those 

events will likely be associated also with this outcome. 

 

 

Conclusions 
 

Sudden cardiac arrest represents a major health problem and 

one of the principal causes of death worldwide. To improve the 

knowledge of the relation between the administration of some 

drugs and an increased risk of sudden cardiac arrest entails an 

important step forward into a better prevention of this event. In 
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this work we used CLARITY to comprehensively analyse the 

relation between drugs and SCA in spontaneous safety 

reports. In this regard, 12 drugs were found to be 

disproportionally related to the SCA event. To confirm these 

findings, we exhaustively searched on previous literature the 

possible known relation of each one of these drugs with SCA. 

In 11 of these drugs we find evidence supporting the causal 

relation between the drug administration and the increased risk 

of sudden cardiac arrest. However, in the case of diatrizoic 

acid, although some other cardiac complications have been 

related to its administration, no significant evidence has been 

reported regarding its association with the appearance of 

sudden cardiac arrest. Accordingly, we suggest a reevaluation 

of the safety margins of this drug.  

 

We also analysed the polypharmacology of these drugs 

to determine mechanisms of action leading to SCA. Some of 

the found targets, such as the sodium voltage-gated channel 

protein type 5 subunit alpha (SCN5A) or the potassium 

voltage-gated channel subfamily H member 2 (hERG) were 

associated with an increased risk of sudden cardiac arrest, 

which is well-established in the literature. 

 

In summary, the study of postmarketing spontaneous 

drug safety reports is a helpful tool to evaluate and control drug 

safety. The criteria used in this paper has been demonstrated 

to be a suitable method to detect consolidated associations 
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between safety events and drug administration. The extension 

of this analysis to other side effects and drugs would allow for 

the identification of drug risks that might not be already 

common knowledge and could improve drug prescription 

safety. 
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Supplementary Materials  
 
Supplementary Table 1: List of 107 interactions involving 10 

SCA-related drugs and 77 human proteins. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1tFG3GuMpIFjQtkm5bh8sRhzUh5u4Ba79 

 

Supplementary Table 2: List of 77 human targets sorted by 

number of SCA-related drugs: 
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without any SCA-report. 
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The human endogenous metabolome as a baseline for 
primary pharmacology of drugs 

 

The pharmaceutical industry puts a lot of effort into evaluating 

and optimising the bioactivity and pharmacology of drug 

candidates during the drug discovery process. A general 

strategy used in this process is to maximise the in vitro binding 

affinity for the targets involved in the mechanism of action of 

drug candidates to improve their target selectivity and, 

consequently, to minimize the drug secondary pharmacology 

that could result in unwanted secondary effects. However, 

different drugs have different levels of affinity with their 

mechanism-of-action targets and it is not known exactly why 

certain levels of affinity are needed by drugs to interact with 

their primary protein targets and exert a therapeutic action. 

This Thesis demonstrates that the minimum level of affinity 

needed by drugs to have a biologically-relevant interaction with 

a specific protein is related with the affinity of the endogenous 

metabolite for the same protein. Therefore, we propose that 

the metabolite affinity minus two orders of magnitude could be 

a useful affinity baseline for the primary pharmacology of 

drugs. 

 

Each endogenous metabolite has been biologically 

selected by evolution in order to bind appropriately to its native 

protein with a specific level of affinity.159 The results obtained 

in this Thesis suggest that this optimised endogenous 
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metabolite affinity for its native protein needs to be taken into 

account in order to explain the primary pharmacological activity 

of drugs. Our studies show that 96% of the drug-target primary 

interactions have affinity values above the principal 

endogenous metabolite affinity for the same target minus two 

orders of magnitude. Only 4% of these drug-target primary 

interactions are found below this reference baseline. Several 

cases are presented where interactions between drugs and 

targets with affinities below two orders of magnitude of 

metabolite affinities should not be assigned as primary target 

interactions. For example, there are several drugs that do not 

produce their effects through binding with targets currently 

assigned as their mechanism of action but their primary target 

is most likely yet to be uncovered. Another example of this 

wrong assignment found during this research was that several 

therapeutic effects related to the specific drug-target 

interactions are, indeed, produced by the action of a particular 

metabolite of the drug that interacts, usually, with the same 

target but with a significantly higher affinity. After an exhaustive 

analysis of these cases, we suggest that all relationships 

between a drug and its alleged mechanism of action targets 

with an affinity lower than the principal endogenous metabolite 

affinity for the target minus two orders of magnitude should be 

critically revised. 

 

In parallel, we observed that the minimum drug affinity 

among all drugs optimised for a specific primary target is 
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directly proportional to the native endogenous ligand affinity for 

the same target. Conversely, the range of drug affinities for a 

given primary target is inversely proportional to the 

endogenous metabolite affinity. This clearly indicates that the 

endogenous metabolome contributes to determine which is the 

minimum level of affinity needed by drugs to exert its effect on 

their primary targets.  

 

 

Impact of the human endogenous metabolome into 
secondary pharmacology of drugs 

 

This thesis also highlights the implications that human 

endogenous metabolome could have on the secondary 

pharmacology of drugs. In the same way as for the drug 

primary pharmacology, we also propose that endogenous 

metabolite affinities should be used to establish safety margins 

for determining the risk of a drug to produce a specific side 

effect.  

 

In order to exemplify this, we analysed the well-known 

relationship between valvular heart disease (VHD) and a 

strong agonist activity on the 5-hydroxytryptamine receptor 2B 

(5HT2B). Based on the study of 24 5HT2B agonist agents, we 

demonstrated that the minimum affinity needed by drugs to 

produce VHD is determined by the affinity of serotonin, the 

principal endogenous metabolite of 5HT2B receptor. In fact, it 
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could be established that a difference of two orders of 

magnitude below the in vitro affinity of serotonin for 5HT2B 

successfully discriminates the valvulopathic drugs from the 

ones devoid of risk to produce VHD. The evidence presented 

in this Thesis is in line with the study conducted by Papoian et 

al. in which an analysis of the affinity of 9 5HT2B agonists was 

conducted in order to evaluate the minimum level of affinity 

needed to produce VHD.114 They suggested a 100-fold 

difference in affinity values between the endogenous ligand 

and drugs in order to explain the presence or absence of a 

valvulopathic effect in 8 5HT2B agonist drugs.114  

 

In the same line, this thesis proposes a new method to 

assess off-target safety margins. A usual strategy to reduce 

off-target unwanted effects involve increasing the potency of 

the drug-target primary interaction to decrease the chances of 

secondary interactions and, consequently, reduce the adverse 

reactions associated with drug polypharmacology.160 These 

safety margins are defined by the difference in binding affinities 

of the drug between the target and the off-target. However, 

considering the crucial implication of the human endogenous 

metabolome on secondary pharmacology of drugs we suggest 

that the off-target safety margins need to be redefined in order 

to incorporate this information. We propose that safety margin 

of drugs should also consider the difference in off-target 

binding affinities between the endogenous metabolite and the 

drug. In this regard, this Thesis suggests that a 100-fold 
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difference between the human endogenous metabolite 

affinities and the corresponding drug affinities for the same 

protein could be used as a safety margin criterion in order to 

discriminate the biologically-relevant from the biologically non-

relevant drug-target interactions. Important implications for 

translational safety can be also inferred. Some experimental 

testing of endogenous metabolites and drugs is underway to 

provide additional confirmatory cases of these findings. 

 

According to this definition, in the Chapter 2 of the 

results section, a new approach to estimate a more realistic 

drug polypharmacology landscape is introduced. 

Polypharmacology describes the ability of drugs to interact with 

multiple targets.32 Nowadays, the drug-target interaction 

network of almost all current drugs is quite extensive and it is 

almost impossible to conceive a drug that only interacts with its 

therapeutic target. However, not all drug-target interactions are 

strong enough to produce a significant biological effect in the 

organism. Therefore, taking into consideration the reference 

baseline of endogenous metabolites interactions, we revised 

the polypharmacology of more than 400 drugs. This 

reassessment resulted in a significant reduction of the length 

of the pharmacological profile of drugs. This reduction of the 

drug polypharmacology could have several implications. First 

of all, it could allow us to better understand the real behaviour 

of drugs in biological systems. Consequently, it could also help 

to identify the main liabilities involved in the secondary 
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pharmacology of drugs and to detect specific pathways 

involved in these risk factors. The ultimate implication of the 

impact of the endogenous metabolome in drug 

polypharmacology is the implementation of a more 

personalized medicine, where individualized treatments based 

on personal levels of endogenous metabolites are taken into 

account to minimize risk factors associated with drugs. 

 

 

Pharmacological view of natural compounds. The 
implications of human endogenous metabolome 

 

This Thesis also compares the pharmacological activity of 

drugs and natural compounds and examines the impact of the 

endogenous metabolome on both sets. These results are 

presented in Chapter 3, where we show that the majority of 

natural compounds have affinity values below the metabolite 

affinity minus two orders of magnitude. As these exogenous 

compounds are not biologically optimized to interact with 

human targets, it seems plausible that their affinities are lower 

than the activity value of principal endogenous metabolites of 

these human targets, which are evolutionarily optimized to 

produce the required actions. However, we found that some of 

these natural compounds have affinities above the metabolite 

affinity baseline indicating that, as seen with drugs, it is 

plausible that they exert an effect in human organisms. These 

drug-like natural compounds could be toxic substances or new 
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drug candidates with both known or unknown therapeutic 

effects. We observed how the interactions between drug-like 

natural compounds with known therapeutic effects and their 

specific mechanism of action targets, need to present a 

minimum level of affinity given by the optimised affinity of the 

endogenous ligand for those targets.  

 

 Drugs and non-drug-like natural compounds have clear 

opposite behaviours. As previously mentioned, drugs have 

been optimized to produce at least a therapeutic effect 

interacting with their primary targets and, as we demonstrated 

in the first Chapter, being its affinity at least higher than the 

metabolite affinity baseline. On the contrary, non-drug-like 

natural compounds are not optimised, either biologically or by 

human intervention, to interact with any human target. For that 

reason, we found that these natural compounds follow an 

almost opposite trend than human drugs, being the majority of 

these affinity values below the metabolite affinity baseline.  

 
 
Analysis of postmarketing adverse event reports. A review 
of drugs with a risk of inducing sudden cardiac arrest 
 

Finally, an exhaustive study of postmarketing spontaneous 

adverse event reports was done and an accurate list of drugs 

significantly related to sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) is provided. 

This safety event is one of the major public health issues in 
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Europe causing, today, approximately 20% of all natural 

deaths.161 After an intense curation of data, we found 12 drugs 

significantly consolidated to produce SCA and a 

comprehensive bibliographic analysis of these 12 SCA-related 

drugs was done, substantiating a possible causal link of these 

drugs with the appearance of sudden cardiac arrest.  

 

Moreover, a study of the most relevant mechanisms of action 

of these 12 SCA-related drugs has also been performed in 

order to assess the biological pathways most related to sudden 

cardiac arrest. We concluded that the use of databases of 

adverse event reports is a good approach in order to study 

drug-induced safety events. Although this work remarks the 

role of several drugs in the induction of SCA, additional studies 

to understand more completely the key factors involved in the 

drug-induced sudden cardiac arrest are required. 

 

 

Implications of metabolomics in drug discovery: insights 
and limitations 

 

The studies presented in this Thesis highlight the important, 

yet traditionally highly neglected, role that the human 

endogenous metabolome has in biological systems and its 

implications for the effects of exogenous molecules in human 

bodies. Therefore, it represents a small but firm step in the 

consolidation of metabolomics as a key discipline with a 
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significant impact in the drug discovery process. As previous 

research suggested, a deeper understanding of the human 

endogenous metabolome could offer a whole new avenue to 

precision medicine.93,95 In this respect, we suggest that adding 

this metabolomics perspective could help advancing the entire 

drug discovery process in multiple aspects such as, for 

example, refining the definition of safety margins and 

secondary effects, improving the assignment of primary 

targets, monitoring drug responses to customize drug dosing, 

or participating into the exploration of new therapeutic 

treatments.89,93,95 

 

Nonetheless, there are also several limitations that 

merit further consideration. First of all, it is important to 

emphasise that biological systems are extremely complex and 

there are multiple components involved in the biological action 

of endogenous metabolites or drugs. In this regard, the 

metabolite concentration at the site of action fluctuates 

depending on the molecule type, tissue, cell type, environment 

or time and it could be certainly distinct in different 

individuals.160,162 In parallel, drug exposure at the site of action 

also depends on several pharmacokinetics factors and 

individual particularities such as drug interference, 

comorbidities or environmental factors. Both drug exposure 

and metabolite abundance were not considered in any of the 

studies presented in this Thesis and it would be of interest to 

study in future works. 
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Another important limitation that we found during our 

studies was the recurrent issue of data completeness and the 

consequent bias in the available data, particularly for 

metabolites. Although several attempts were made in order to 

compile and present data for metabolites, there is a clear lack 

of information regarding the endogenous metabolites of human 

proteins and their pharmacology. We consider that it is 

extremely relevant to exhaustively identify the principal human 

endogenous metabolites, measure their in vitro binding 

affinities and finally identify their pharmacological profile. A 

reference public repository offering all this information would 

be a substantial improvement in order to better investigate the 

implications of human endogenous metabolome in drug 

discovery and other scientific fields. 
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The main conclusions that can be extracted from the results 

obtained in this Thesis can be summarized as follows: 

 

a. There is a clear relationship between the minimum level of 

affinity needed by drugs for their primary targets and the 

affinity of the principal endogenous metabolite of these 

targets. 

 

b. Endogenous metabolite affinities for their native proteins 

are directly proportional to the minimum affinity among all 

drugs optimized for a given primary target and inversely 

proportional to the range of drug affinities for that target. 

 

c. The in vitro binding affinity of the endogenous metabolite 

for its native protein minus two orders of magnitude is a 

good reference baseline for the minimum affinity of a drug 

for its primary target. 

 

d. In vitro binding affinities of endogenous metabolites for 

their native proteins offer a simple cost-effective means to 

alert on the risk of serious safety events linked to the drug’s 

secondary pharmacology.  

 

e. A difference of two orders of magnitude below the in vitro 

affinity of serotonin for 5HT2B has been determined and 
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demonstrated to successfully separate valvulopathic drugs 

from drugs devoid of risk to produce valvular heart disease. 

 

f. Drug safety margins are recommended to be reviewed to 

include the difference in off-target binding affinities 

between the endogenous ligand and the drug.  

 

g. Unlike drugs, natural compounds have not been 

synthetically optimized to produce a therapeutic effect in 

human organisms and thus, they are shown to have affinity 

values below the reference baseline set by the affinities of 

endogenous metabolites for their native proteins.  

 

h. Those drug-like natural compounds that are capable to 

produce a therapeutic effect have affinity values for the 

human target above the reference baseline set by the 

affinities of metabolites for their native proteins. 

 

i. Overall, the human endogenous metabolome may be 

acting, in some circumstances, as a defence mechanism 

against exogenous chemicals and its variability across 

individuals opens the door for new strategies in precision 

medicine. 
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